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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION, DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM, AIMS AND
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY AND THE METHODOLOGY

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Bangladesh, though a newly independent and sovereign nation,

can be proud of a very old culture and civilization. ,Its

history can be traced long before Christ. The writings of

the Greeks, Chinese and the Arab historians show that it

had a very rich cultural heritage. The Bengali language,

rich in literary heritage, played a vital role in motiva-

ting and activating nationalism.

Located around the intersection of 900E Meridian and the

Tropic of Cancer i.e. approximately between 200N and 270N

latitudes, Bangladesh has an area of 55,598 Sq K.M.). Lying

south of the Himalayas, it is a fertile extensive deltaic

plain and its southern shores are washed by the Bay of Bengal.

The land frontier is almost totally shared, with the Republic

of India, except for a small portion in the south-east,

which touches the Republic of Burma. The soil is formed

of old and new alluvium, carried by three of the mightiest

rivers of Asia - The Ganges, The Brahmaputra, and The
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Meghna, together with their innumberable tributaries

and distributaries. Bangladesh in general falls under

wet tropical monsoon climate characterized by high tempe-

rature during the summer, heavy rainfall during the monSOOn

and a short winter. The climate of the region is warm-humid.

The mean Maximum Temperature during the Summer and Monsoon

months starting from March and continuing upto October

varies between 29°C and 32°C. In the winter months, from

November to February, temperature may Qccassionally fall
below 7°C or Soc but the Mean MinImum 'Temperature remains

in the region of 12°C to 15°C throughout the winter months.

The rainy season begins with the advent of the ,Monsoon in

June and lasts until October. The rain fall is about 1400 mn

in the mid-west central part, over 5000mnin the north-east,

over 2500mnin the southern and eastern regions and around

1600rrm in the central part.

Bangladesh is basically a land of villages. According to

the 1981 census, the population of the country stands at

90 million, the percentage of rural and urban population

being around 87\ and 13% respectively. Agriculture is the

main occupation of the people employing 80\ of the labour

force. This sector directly contributes 54\ to the gross

dom~~tic products. But like other developing countries,

the problems of urban areas are receiving increased atten-

3
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tion ~Ihichhas resulted 'in rapid urbanization trend, but

relatively little has been done todate for the improvements

of the Rural Sector. Improvements of the country and the

living conditions of its teeming millions of inhabitants

are essentially tied up with improvements in the various

sectors of its rural scene including housing and the commu-

nlty'facilities and,this is generally recognised by all

concerned. Lack of housing, as with the lack of food and

clothing, diminishes the dignity of the individual. The

absence of secure shelter prevents him from being either

socially or economically productive. Housing is not there-

fore just a physical requirement for the changing living

pattern, growing population and industrialization of the

countrYl the behaviouralists have even suggested provision

of proper housing as a panacea for social, political and

economic problems.

In any society, 'Housing' is a basic social need and a
,

prerequisite to socia-economic and cultural progress. It

is influenced by many factors working simultaneously -

the land, people, climate, cultural traditions and the socio-

economic conditions, all these determine the form and

character of housing in a society. According to Amos Rapoport'

- 'The house is an institution, not just a structure, crea-

ted for a,complex set of purposes. Because building a house

is a cultural phenomenon, its form and organization are
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greatly influenced by the cultural milieu to which it

belongs. .......... If the provision of shelter is the

passive function of tho house, then its positive purpose

is the creation of an environment best suited to the way

of life of a people - in other words, a social unit of
space". (1) Rural Housing is a major problem area in our

national life and there is h~rdly any dispute on that.

The dispute lies on the question of an appropriate approach

towards its solution. Improvements of the quality of rural
housing is an important part of any improvement of overall

living standards for the people of rural areaS. But in attem-

pting to achieve this. there is thedangerof replacingarbitrarily the

traditional house form and traditional house construction

with new forms, materials and techniques which may be

inappropriate to our lOcal conditions, customs and needs.

It is therefore necessary that studies and investigations

be continued in this area with a view to enhancing the

knowledge and understanding concerning the various aspects

of the complex problem of rural housing in Bangladesh so

that any effort directed towards its improvements can be

based on knowledge and information and not merely on notions

and intuitions.

1. Amos Rapoport - 'House Form and Culture' p-46
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1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM UNDER STUDY

The traditional houseform in rural .Bangladesh has been

evolving rather slowly through countless generations by,
way of interactions of physical, socia-cultural and economic

factors. In the last half ofacentury or so changes in the

rural societies and settlements in Bangladesh have been

rather fast and substantially large and this has affected

the age old peace and tranquilyty of the rural scene in

Bangladesh. Rural settlements and rural living in Bangladesh

is becoming increasingly difficult and degraded from socio-

cuI tural, economic and environmental vi8w points. 'House-

form' as a 'social unit of Sp~Ce' is also under heavy pressure

for transformation and change which often seems to be

short sighted taking into considerations only the immediate

need of the individual or the family and with little or no

consideration for the present and future of the community.
The' housing stock of rural Bangladesh is not increasingadequatelyand

~s not keep pace with the tremendous population explosion,

resulting in overcrowding (within the houses) and deterio-

ration of the standard of living. The quality of housing

in respect of space organization, allocation of space,

technique of construction and hygienic, sanitary condi-

tion has come to a very low level. Also the indiscriminate'

growth of ,rural habitat results in inefficient landuse and
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complexities inservices and utility layouts. Inspite of the

long period of evolution through trial and error of the rural
house structure, there still exists deff.1("iencies in the

process of construction of the traditionalhouse structurG.As a result

rural housing in Bangladesh is not only failing to perform

its desired role in the building and growth of communities

and promoting social progress and prosperity but also it

appears to be heading towards an eventual social
crisis. It is therefore essential that the housing

problem of over 80% of the people of Bangladesh who

live in the rural areas must be given due importance and

considerations at the national as well as local levels.

But before attempting to initiate any improvement effort

in this problem arca of our national life it is imperative

that an adequate enough understanding of the various aspects
of the problem be acquired sa that we may not have to indulge

in the 'trial and error' approach so far as planning and

design decisions are concerned. It has already been stated

that rural house forms in Bangladesh have eVOlved through

ages under the influence of physical, socio-cultural and

economic factors. No systematic study is, however, available

concerning these interactions and no well documented case-

studies are available sO far as the different aspects of

the rural houseforms in Bangladesh and their roots of origin
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and subsequent determinants are concerned. Knowledge and

understanding in this area of the problem is important in

order to be able to understand the likely trend of future

development and also the extent of tempering or controlling

of the scene which may be possible without u~etting
'social acceptability'. It is therefore on this back ground

that the proposed study has been undertaken whichwill concentra-

te all the rural house forms in Bangladesh in their differentra-

aspects and elements and the factors that act as determinants

for them.
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1.3 AIMS ANDOBJECTIVES OF THE S'IUDY

In rural Bangladesh, houses and community facilities are

largely built through self-help or aided self-help methods.

Generally speaking the traditional rural houses in Bangla-

desh ar~ fairly well adopted to the local environment and

resources but none the less, they also suffer from serious

deficiencies. Thus the tr-adional rural dwellings are usually

small, insanitary and suffer from the absence of many of

the basic amenities of daily life. The rate of population
growth is very high and the living pattern of rural people

is being changed slowly and increased modernization are

also influencing the rural life. Owing to very low incomes,

unemployment and rampant poverty in the rural areas of

Bangladesh, the rural populace has little choice but to

continua to stick to the indigenous materials, methods

and designs not only because of their low cost but also

because of their responsiveness to the socia-cultural and

climatic requirements.

A very pertinent question in this context ~an 'be whether
the traditional layouts, designs, indigenous m"terials and

methods have the potentials to be improved and adopted to

meet the growing needs of today and to-morrow. The present

study is concerned with this question.



The specific aims and objectives of the study may be stated

as follows:

Firstly, to identify and investigate the roots of origin

and the subsiquent determinants of the different aspects

of the traditional houseforms in rural Bangladesh;

Secondly, to study the relative importance given to the

various aspects of the house forms in rural Bangladesh

through history;

Thirdly, to study the trond of transformation and change

affecting the traditional house forms in rural Bangladesh;

.nd

Fourthly, to assess the potentials of the indivcnous mate-

rials, methods and design, for meeting the growing needs

of today and to-morrow and the diversity and degree of

change that may be introduced without making it impractical

cost wise and without upsetting 'social acceptability'.
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1.4 THE METHODOLOGY FOR INVESTIGATION AND PRESENTATION

Tne proposed study and investigation will involve a number

of different areas. Firstly, a physiographic study of the

'Settlement Pattern in Bangladesh' will be undertaken using

published sources, with a view to develop an understanding
of the setting of the settlement pattern in the rural

habitat.

Secondly, a traditional rural 'Bengali House' will be reviewed

and analysed with respect to its spatial organization. Further

the major determinants of the traditional house form will be

identified and their effects reviewed and analysed.

Thirdly, house-structures of rural Bangladesh will be

described and analysed with respect to types, geometrical

properties, major constituent elements as well as materials

and construction techniques and this will be done in relation

to the influence of physical, socio-cultural and economic

factors through history.

Fourthly, a number of case studies will be undertaken on

typical rural house forms from different regions based on

personal field investigation with a view to develop a better

understanding of the prevalent possibilities and limitations



concerning the rural house form in its transformation

and change.

Finally, in the concluding discussion the adaptability of

the indigenous materials, methods and designs for meeting

the growing needs and the diversity and degree of change

that may be introduced in the house forms of rural Bangladesh

without making it impractical cost wise and without up

setting the 'social acceptability' will be presented.
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CHAPTER - II

SETTLEMENT PATTERN IN RURAL BANGLADESH

2.1 ll~story of Settlement in Bangladesh.

2.2 Physiography of Bangladesh and its effects.

2.3 Forms and Characteristics of the Settlement,

Pattern in Bangladesh.
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CHAPTER II

SETTLEMENT PATTERN IN RURAL BANGLADESH

2.1 History of Settlement in Bangladesh

Settlement is the functional grouping and distribution of

people on space. Kirk H. stone defined settlement as

the distribution of buildings by which people attach

themselves to the land. It is not incidental. Rather it

:isa process of time, space and culture" (1).

In Bangladesh, the process of rural habitation is traditional

and mingled with the origin of agriculture and the settle-

ment in this area dates back" to the remote past. It is

deeply rooted in this sub-continent's past history(2J.

The earliest settlement in this deltaic plain dates back
as early as 30,000 years ago in the late Palaeolithic Age!})

Of course, there is no evidence of any regular settlement
in this period. The first regular settlement was in the

Neolithic Period around seven to nine thousand years ago.

But the first literary evidence of any settlement is from

1. stone Kir~ H., 'The development of a focus for the
Geography of Settlement. 'Economic Geography. Vol 41,
No.4, 1965, pp. 346-355.

2. Basham, A.L., The wonder that was India, New York,
1959, pp. 11.

3. Rashid M.H.
197&, Bangladesh Historical Studies. Vol-III.

-
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two epics 'Rarnayana' and 'Mahabharata'. In 'Oitoreya Aranyaka'

there occurs a reference to a community of people called

Banga (li. In most cases the growth of settlement W<lS'dis-

organized and it is not certain when the first settlement

took place. Evidence shows that Bangal was settled long ago

by people of different ethnic back ground. Evidence of settle-

ment of bamboo and thatched huts of Gupta Period was found

at Devidwar ot' Camilla. Brick houses were also built

with mortar joints. Settlement was according to d~visions

on the basis of castes, From this period upto the Bengal

KingdOm and Buddist period of 7th 12th century B.C.,

there is enough records to indicate that the pattern of

villages and materials and style of buildings and family

holdings and land did not change much till the coming of

the British.

Bangladesh is predominantly an aqricultural country. The
economic life of Bangladesh has been characterized by rural

settlements as the people settled and organised their land'

pattern accordingly. The establishmont of villages in Bangladesh

owe their origin to agriculture which may be traced back

to plough culture of development. The beginning of settled
.~.

1. Univer~ity of Dhaka, 'Bangladesh in Maps' p.8
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agriculture in Bangladesh dates back to Pre-Arayan history.

The early villages were of different sizes and dimensions

and was mostly nucleated in pattern which were suited'to

an indigenous agrarian culture. The process of village

formation has been continuous due to the facts of population

increase and the movement of people among and within the

villages. Thus there are both inward and outward forces
at wOrk(l).

1. Aras, Mohammed, "The Pattern of Rural Settlement in
Sub-Himalayan Region (East) 'The Geographer' Vol, 6,
NO.2, 19S4, p.2S.
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2.2 Physioqraphy of Bangladesh and its effects

With about half ,the surface of the country below the

7 •5 It'.. can tour 1ine (from the mean sea leve I), Bang ladesh

is described as a delta or as a flat alluvial plain.

Geographically speaki~g the land can be divided into

three broad catagories of physiographic regions as Tertiary

Hills, the Pleistocene Uplands and the Recent Plains.

This tripartite divisions also cOincide with a'divi,sion

of the country based On altitude and relief. The Recent

Plains can be further divided into Piedmont Plain, Flood

Plain, Deltaic Plain, Tidal Plain, and Coastal Plainll).

Physiographically the country can be divided into six

regions:
(i) The Piedr.-.ontaUuvi,,-1 plain in the north-western

part and the Barind and Modhupur tracts formed of

_'_ new alluvium: The piedmont alluvial plain and the
old alluvium are located high above the general

level plain and the soil is fertile, while the

areas of the new alluvium lie to the south of this

.-

area in the
, .flood plains of the modern r~vers.

(ii) The central valley flat formed of new alluvium: The

central valley flat lying to the east of the area

1. University of Dhaka, Bangladesh in Maps., p,8
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(iii)

of old alluvium and south of the Haor region, is

intersected by a network of rivers. This area is

covered by recent alluvium and very large in size

with compare to other regions. The river bank levees

are high and tho land gradually slopes inland

away from the levees. The tract of land lying

between two rivers are shaped into furrows and in

-many cases form elongated swamps.

The south-western region or the Moribun~ delta area;-

The south-western part of the country forms into a

high moribund delta and the rivers flowing through

it are either dead or dying. The whole area is some-

what dry, bordered by the "Sunderbans" a complex of

mangrove swamps on the seaboard.

(iv) The coastal area and the off-shore islands (the

active delta region) formed of saline soil;- The

south-eastern part of the country or the coastal

area and the off-shore islands is active and a

number of rivers flow through it. The land is

fertile, but saline water occasionally intrudes

through the large mouth of the rivers.

(v) The Haor region (the area of low depression) in the

north-east;- The north-eastern part is occupied by
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a large depression commonly known as Haor and extends

over a l~rgc area. Depressions are also found

elsewhere caused by the changes of theriver courses

or by differential sedimentation.

(vi) The hilly region to the east of the country:- The

eastern part of the country is bordered by hills,
with a,general north-south alignment but the rivers, - .,
passing over this tract out them almost at right

angles, suggesting that these are the antecedent

drainages. There are very little lands in the

valleys for settlement and cultivation.

In Bangladesh, m~jor parts of the country are vulnerable

to floods. These are due either to overtopping of the river

bank by flood waters, as is the case in most flood effected

areas or to impounding of rain waters in low lying areas,

as in the haor areas or to tidal inundation of coastlal

regions. Flood occurs most frequently in the regions in

proximity to the confluence of the big rivers and their

banks. Floods are less frequent, for obviOUS reasons, in

the areas of relatively higher altitudes i,e. the Piedmont

.Plain, Pleistocene Uplands, and the hills. Floods are infre-

quent also in the western part of deltaic Bangladesh,
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Although Bangladesh is basically a deltaic flat alluvial
plain covering an area of about 144,000 sq k.m., its phy-,

siography presents a degree of regional variety, particularly

on geomorphology and flooding. The effects of physiographic

characteristics of the land can be seen mainly On the

settlement patterns rather than On the house structures

themselves. With over one-third of the country flooded

'" every year, many of the settlements are sited on available

high grounds or On artificial mounds. The settlement

pattern is linear along the river leeves of the Ganges

and the Meghna flood plains, along the central region of

the country and in the Haor basinsl in the North-East, region.

Linear settlements are also found along the dead or dying

river levees in the south-west moribund deltas and along

the spring lines of the Chittagong Hill Tracts. In the
rest of the country, the settlements are either clustered

together and/or scattered individually such as along the

old Brahmaputra flood plains, the mature deltas, east

and south Sylhet, south Dhaka and the Tippera area in

Chittagong lowlands.
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2_3 FORMS AND ClJARACTERIS'l'ICSOF THE SETTLEMENT
PATTERN IN BANGLADESH

In the different physiographic regions with varied charac-

teristics, there have been variations in the settlement

patterns in Bangladesh. Different physical, cultural and

local conditions also playa great role in shaping dis-

tinctive forms and patterns of settlements and in short

the -fOllowing are' the different patterns of settlemerit-s

in Bangladesh:-

iI

!ii)

-iii)

iv)

v,
vi)

i)

Nucleated sattlements in the high flat land

Scattered and built On urtificially raised lands

Linear along the river levees

Scattered and ,i,olated in' off-shore islands

Highly dcnsed clusters on artificially built mOunds

Sparsely built homesteads in hilly areas

Nucleated Settlements in High Flat Land

In the high flat land of the north-western Piedmont,

Barind and Madhupur tract regions, settlements are

nucleated, tends to cluster along the main thoro-

ughfares. The houses are so arranged that they

assume a regular village shape, giving a nucleated

pattern to the settlement. The houses are comparatively
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compact and the villages are large. Villages are

mostly situated on communi5ation routes and also

on river banks.

ii} Seatterud and Built on Artificially Raised lands

Most of the deltaic plain of the country, particu-

larly the river valleys and lOW moist ~egion, are

, exceptionally fertile and these areas go under-'" .•._"""-........,.,,-_ ...~ ,.. - - ..'
heavy inundation during the rainy season. But at

the same time, during every flood season, it is

renewed by silt and sediment, which adds to the
fertility of the soil, making agriculture very

productive. People, therefore, hold to these areas

and build their houses by raising the homestead

land with earth. As a result, scattered clusters

have developed in sueh low lying regions.

iii} Linear Settlements
The linear settlements are found scattered through-

out Bangladesh. This type of village developed along

the levees of the rivers. The rivers flow sluggishly

over flat land, depositing silt sand sediment as

they go. When in spate, over-bank flow occurs and

deposits silt On the current-flow banks gradually

rising them high. The sediment also spreads sometimes
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far in to the surrounding areas. These sites are

linear in pattern and offer good opportunities for

establishing settlements, As the river courses

changes the settlements, which once grew along the

levees continue to remain. In the moribund delta

and alsO in other areas, the linear pattern persists,

although there is no active river running by.

Iv) scattered and Isolated in Off-shore Islands
The Islands of the Bay of Bengal formed at the

mouth of:the Ganges. Brahmaputra delta, are very

fertile which attract people to exploit primary

agricultural activities and fishing. There off shore

islands are subjected to accassional natural dis-

asters like cyclones and storm surges, but the people

are hardy and manage to survive these disasters.

After an island (char) apvears, a few years pass

before it becomes ready for cultivation, for it

takes time for the formation of soil profile. The

first family then arrives on the island, digs a

pond for fresh water for domestic consumption and

builds a homestead on the rai~~d land with the mud

of the pond. Incourse of time, more families move

in and build their houses in a similar way, near

to their agricultural land. Accordingly dispersed
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homestead grow up all along the island, which ulti-

mately become small isolated settlements around the

ponds. Thus in course of time the whole island

becomes covered with despirsed and isolated primary

clusters, developing a pattern of their own,

v) Highly Daused Clusters on ArtificiallY 'Built Mounds

In the exceptionally lower depressions such as the
'" f_.-.;-;~ '_""""-_"~"_"",_,':"- . u_ .• -.. • _.. .•. ,.... ' • " ~,n~.'"

'Haars' of the north-eastern region and part of the

south-central zone, the homesteads are built on

artificially raised 'mounds', result:ing in the

formation of highly dansed clusters. The mounds'

are linear in shape and the houses are grouped one

after another, side by side.

vi) Sparsely Built Homesteads in Hilly Areas

Unlike the deltaic plaine region the eastern part

of the country is occupied by the low hills with

ever green vegetation. The settlement pattern that

has developed here is exceptional, influenced

mostly by her topography. Agriculture 8s difficult

in such terrain and availibility of land for this

purpose is also limited. Other economic activities

are also not usually promising. Therefore people



have got to depend primarily on agriculture by

tilling the hill slopes after terracing. On the flat

surface of the hills and also on gentle slOpes

people adopt shifting cultivation popularly known

as 'jhoom'. This means of earning livelihood governs

the location of their homesteads and pattern of the

settlement. 'The people generally build their
houses on top of low'hills, on slopes Or in valleys.

As the land is limited in each of the hills for

cultivation the population is sparse and thin. The

settlements, therefore have so developed that they

are scattered, isolated and small, generally with

a few huts.

Ref - Prof. M.!. Choudhury & Mohd. Asad-uz-Zaman
"Settlement Pattern and Some Special Problems"
National Report on Human Settlements - Bangladesh
HABITAT, United Nations Conference on Human Settlements,
Vancouver, May 31 - June 14, 1976.
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Chapter - III
A TRADITIONAL BENGALI HOUSE AND ITS DETERMINANTS

3.1 A 'Bengali Ilouse' -- the Traditional Houseform
and its Organization

A traditional rural 'Bengali House' is an inheritance from

the past, exists in the present and has a potential for

cluster of small 'shelters' or 'huts' around a central

court-yard called the 'Uthan'. The individual huts may

constitute the following categories :

(i) the outer house (Out-House Or Baithak Ghar)
(ii) the Inner house (Dwelling Unit Or'Ghar)

(iii)the Kitchen

(iv) the Cattle-shed

Larger houses may also include the following:

(v) the Store House (fuel storage, granary etc.)
(vi) the Rice Husking Shed or thp 'Dheki Ghar'.

The huts are usually single roomed, detached and loosely

spaced around the central court. An extensive landscaping

is done to define the house in the larger landscaping and

the surrounding environment. The latrine and bath are never



considered as parts of the main structures and are always

kept at a distance. The combination of all the huts is

called the 'Bari' or the 'House'. In the traditional system,

'Bari' represents the nuclear, joint or extended family

while the huts represent individual households. The Court-

yard or 'Uthan' serves to maintain both unity and indivi-

dual identity of the families in the house. This village

model rem~ined essentially unchanged for centuries which is

evident from the 19th century description of rural house

from the account of Dr. F. Buchanan (1810),

'Among the natives the poor man has one hut for

himself and cattle, the richer man increased the

--number without altering the plan of the building

and there is no contrivance by which a person can

go from one apartment to the other without being
exposed to sun and rain'. (1)

The organization of a traditional house in rural Bangladesh

is done with respect to the functional uses and activities

of various spaces. The functions are broadly divided into two
categor-ies:

i) The Family Functions -- those pertaining to the family

itself i.e. sleeping, cooking, food preparation, child

rearing, recreation, taking care of the cattles, preparation
of the agricultural products etc,

1. Dr. F. Buchanan, Op.cit., A.D. King, 1973. The Bunglow,
Part 1, ArchitecturalAssociationQuarterly,Vol. 5. No.3, p.8.
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ii) The Formal Functions -- those pertaining to the

family as it reacts with the larger community i.e. 50c1al1-

zing, receiving visitors etc.

The house form takes shape largely on the above functional

sche~~. On the basis of functions and'uses, the house is

seperated into two distinct parts -- the Inner House and

the Outer House with respect to family function and formal

function respectively. This inner and outer house concept

is a special characteristic of the traditional house form

in rural Bangladesh. The house, beyond satisfying the func-

tional necessities of the family, embodies an expression of

human hopes, aspirations and'identity and his relationship

with the community and the environment in which he lives.

The organization of spaces in the house is not only affected

by the functional requirements of the daily life but more

importantly from the culturally defined social COdes, cus-

toms and norms. The traditional house form eVOlved rather

slowly through centuries under the influence of many factors

working simultaneously -- the land, the culture, the climate,

the a__v_"_i__',a,ble_._esourc~s and so on. The basic form of a tradi-

tiona 1 rural 'Bengali House' is essentially a 'Shelter'

with respect to its climatic context and a 'Social unit of

Space' with respect to its cultural context.
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3.2 LAND AND HOUSE FORM

Bangladesh'is basically a deltaic flat alluvial plain"

covering an area of 55.598 square miles (about 1,44,000

sq. k.m.) of land and large rivers flow within its perimeter

of 2,928 miles. It is inhabited by over 90,millions people.

Although the 13nd rarely' rises above 50 feet (15 m) from

•••••••,.,_Il'<.J.vJr.•••.,the mean sea level, its phyiography presents a, degree. of'. _,.,1

variety, particularly in geomorphology and flooding. The eff-

ects of land can be seen mainly on the settlements. With

over one-third of the country flooded every year, many of,

the settlements are sited on ,available high ground or on arti-

fielal mounds. The settlement pattern is linear along the

river leeves of the Ganges and the Meghna flood plains in

the central region of the country and in the Haor basines

in the North-East region. Linear settlements are also found

along the dead or the dying river leeves in the South-west

Moribund deltas and along the sprj~g lines of the Chittagong

Hill Tracts. In the rest of the country 'the settlements are

either clustered and/or scattered.

The overwhelming fact about Bangladesh is the progressive

imbalance that has been developing between its population

and the land which has an indirect effect on house form.
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There is hardly any other country which suffers from such

an acute land-hunger and where there is such a great need
to utilise every acre to the fullest extent. Almost two-

third of the area of Bangladesh is an alluvial flood plain

except the areas in the north-western region and tho south-

eastern hilly areas of Chittagong and Chittagong Hill-Tracts.

This vast land area invariably needs 3 to 10 feet filling
,

base of the homestead.

This puts a heavy constraint on the horizontal expansion of
our settlements. Further more, this also results in a double

loss of precious agricultural land, as filling,up One acre

of land means digging up another acre. Again as the law of

inheritance permits division of landed property amongst all

the children of the deceased person, fragmentation of agri-

cultural holdings and homesteads has been a continuous pro-

cess.As a result, homest~~ds are becoming congested and

ullplallllcdsubdivision into smaller s:izes and addition of newer

house structures, often without proper planning and layout

design, particularly in the totality of the environmental

context.

By creating a land (or a 'mound') for the 'house' the act

of homesteading in the Gangetic plains starts. The land

for the homestead is raised above the flood plains demarca~

ting it from the surrounding agricultural land. The shape,
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siz" alld height of the Imound' varies from place to place.

In sOme places, specially in the high lands of Modhupur

and Barind Tract, there is no need to have elaborate rai-

sing of the land for the homestead, "ven though in prac-

tice, the hOmestead is demarcated from the rest of the

land by slightly raising it. This also helps to protect

it from the surface run off. In most other places, however,

large excavation and earth work is done, while creating this

'mOund' and also while progressively enlarging a house by

creating ponds, tanks, canals, drains etc. in and around the

homestead. These are the ecological (service) bases of the

house and they also play significant roles in ensuring pri-

vacy by creating barriers from the next homesteads and

thereby'generating the loose, distributed settlement pattern.

After the raising of the land for the proposed homestead,

various shelters, huts and open spaces are organized on it

and gradually the 'house' takes its shape.



3.3 CULTURE AND 1l0USEFORM

The traditional house in rural Bangladesh in all of its

regional, variations is first of all the full material expre-

ssion of a way of life. It states in a compact and elemental

form, the summation of rural culture. All the social and

religious energy that i~ brought to play in the village,

finds tengible, expression in the form of the fiouse.Each

man's attitudes towards life, his family, his place in the

community, his religious convictions - the totality of the

cultural experience - here nakes it most direct and

elemental statement. Traditional sooiety is so firmly

established in rural Bangladesh, that patterns of pastoral

heritage evolved through countless generations remain the

greatest single determinant of form.

A 'shelter' is a basic need for human being for protection

against hostile natural elements and the 'form' the house

takes depends on how the needs for the 'shelter' are defined

and perceived by the particular group of people. Here

culture in general, directs the interpretation, choice

anJ specific solution to certain needs. The different parts

of the house, assume a social meaning according'to the

nature of individual, social needs and the consequent uses

made of such parts. This social mcan.ing of different parts
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shapes out a mcntQ! image of the parts in the minds of the

inhabitants, The traditional house form in rural Bangladesh
is the product of need as felt by the users (the felt need),

which is a socio-cultural phenomenon, and quite different

from that of the need as out-siders see iL (the perceived

need). Simultaneously, all the arrangements and uses are

structured in the house by the local perception of privacy,

which defines appropriacy and dictates necessary measures

to secure the space and the result is the inner house and

outer house.

Perception of privacy in every culture is performed in

their own way, which is again atleast partly affected by

the position of women in that particular culture. In

Bengali culture, 'Privacy' is achieved through visual

perception and malc/fem~lc separation. Visual Privacy

is achieved by using physical devices, which includes
organization and orientation of shelters, partition between

the Inner and Outer house, indirect entry te the inner

house and so on. All these have made the traditional house-

form of rural Bangladesh "Introvert type". Within the

'Introvert type' enclosure, all the family functions are

performed in covered or open spaces surrounding the court-

yard, secluded with visual privacy from out side. There



are examples of 'Introvert House' as traditional houseform

in various other cultures from Latin America to China.

Though there are considorilble uniformities in the form

and organiziltion of Interior spaces around a central court,

yet the purpose ilnd concept behind their creation and use

is different from that of Bengali house type. Again, to

achieve domestic privacy, male and female zones are sepe-

rated in the house and this is a socia-cultural concept.

The domestic privacy is concerned with regard to male and

female rather than family and nonfamily. The conceptual

image of male and female role in the house devides their

respective spatial and temporal domain of influence. Male

and female have their respective, definite functions and

roles to perform with regard to the house. Male will look

after the out-door activities such as agriculture oriented

works and the female will look after the household activities

from child rearing, cooking to preparation of agricultural

products through boiling, drying, husking etc. 50cio-

cultural rules and customs have confined the female within

the boundaries of the house. 'Inner house' corresponds

to the 'female domain' and the 'Outer house' corresponds

to the 'male domain'. Female and male zones have opposite

character to each other. Male zone (outer house) is the

buffer or filter between the private inside and public

out side. Privacy in a hou~e with respect to male and female
,

is maintained in different ways in addition to the physical
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seper~tion of the two dom~ins. These include behaviour

pattern, willful ~void~nce, time zoning etc. Hence the

bound~ry between the male and the female zOnes is flexible

and varies according to time, period and occassion. In

thetraditional houses in rural Bangladesh distinction

between the Inner house and the Outer house is also made on

the basis of their functional as well as symbolic values.

Spaces with tne functional values remain in the inner

house and those with symbolic values prevail in the outer

house. 'Outer house'is the front part and the 'Inner House'

is the back part of the house. What ever the family wants

to protect, guard or hide from the public becomes part of
the inner house. Outer house which serves 8,8 the front

part may be refered to as an opening towards the society

and the village. The traditional house in rural Bangladesh

is a social concept. The nature of it varies with the socio-
economic status, and the religious beliefs of the rural

populace and these are the two import~nt aspests of culture

which affects the traditional house form.



EFFECTS OF SOCIa-ECONOMIC STATUS

Life style is a product of whole series of factors that,
includes _ culture, socio-economic norms, family attitudes

etc. which are not static but may change over time dcpend-

ing On the demands made on the family - externally Or

internally. The type, character, and location of the house

depends largely On the kind of life style the family either

desires or is compelled to pursue. The 'life style' is the

reflection of the family status. There are three distinct

status groups of people in rural Bangladesh from the $ocio-

economic view point which is clear from Mr. M.A. Ghani's

study en a rural community ot' Bangladesh. "c'lear st/ltus

difference exi,st among the Muslim Inhabitants of Amtali,

-who are broadly divided into three hierarchical groups -

'Khandans', 'Girhastas', and 'Kamla' according to social

status they enjoy Formally the basis ~f
ranking in the village was birth and lineage. (Bangshas)

which has been replaced now-a-days mainly by wealth.

wealth difference now largely account for status difference

in the Village" (1). Such sOcial stratification is typical

in all parts of rural Bangladesh.

1. Md. A. Ghani - 1982, 'A Bangladesh Village - A study of
Rural community in the Active Delta' - Unpublished
MaRter' .• th",.•ill . .,'on ••••h Univerllity, Au.tr",li .••



On the basis of socia-economic ~tatus, 'Bengali House'

can be grouped into three categories:- a) House of the

effluent class/wealthy land 'owners (Khandan Bari) , (b)

Farmer's House (Girhastha Bari), (c) House of the landless

or the poor (Gariber Bari). The basic concept of a 'Bengali

Bouse' exists in all these three groups of houses. The sizes

of the homestead, number of courtyards, house structures
_ •••••.•••.•.••~~~_and US"" of construction materials, construction techniques

etc. varies according to the socia-economic status of the

inhabitants. Larger homesteads and houses of better const-

ruction are more common among the effluent and wealltry

landowners than others. Distinct seperation between inner

house and outer house is there. There must be an Outer

House (Baithak Ghar) of good quality in front of the house,
which acts as a status symbol for the family. In farmer's

house 'Baithak Ghar' is also common but of moderate size

and of simple structure. In the houses of effluent class

and land lords, out-house is used to entertain visitors,

guests and as a group study area for children. seasonal

labours may stay in seperate labour shed. In farmer's

house, the outhouse is used as guest room, childrens'study area,

storage etc and also used by the seasonal labours to sleep

there at night. In the houses of landless and poor, 'out

house' is not s!,,~n,as they can't efford it.



In almost all the regions of Bangladesh, except the high

lands of Modhupur and Barind Tract, cornman indicator of

relative wealth can be seen in the fact that the more

prosperous landowners have sufficient land to have big
ponds in and around the homestead. Inside pond of the house

is for the female where they can bath in private and the

out side pond is for the male members. In farmer's house,

~ -..••••~_""..;t_he .number and 'size of the pond is relatively smaller.
On the other hand, in the houses of the poorer families,

pond is rare and their women have to bath in ditches, or

in Cane is, which are open to the public view and privacy

is rarely ensured in such homesteads.
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EFFECTS OF RELIGION

The characteristics of a traditional rural 'Bangali House'

is firmly based on the ~eligious convictions and the
cultural identies of the rural populace'. The population of

Bangladesh consists of two main religions groups -- the

Muslims and the Hindus. The Muslims constitute more than

80% of the total population. The differences between Islam

and Hinduism are distinct and fundamental in many ways and

these differences contribute to the differences in the

socia-cultural out look and the life styles of the two

communities. Some of the major differences steming from the

two different religious docfrines and practices and exerting

distinct influences on the house form may be enumerated as

follows:-

i) In the Muslim religion there is only one God, who
deserves all worshipping and who's house on earth

is the 'Kaaba' in Mecca which serves as the 'qible'

for prayer of the faithfuls. The Muslim house structures

are therefore normally laid out following the cardinal

directions so that it is convenient to establish the

directions of 'qibla' for prayer. The direction of the,

'qibla' also determines the orientation of the sleeping

mats and the toilets which in turn affects the organl-

zation of the spaces and their use. In the Hindu



religion, on the otherhand, there are many 'Gods' to

be worshipped and the worshipping or the 'puja'
as it is called is highly ritualistic in nature.

The Hindu homesteads do not exhibit any such concern for

the cardinal directiolE _in p,,-rticular,a 1though the

East is considered a sacred direction because the sun

rises in the East;

ii) The Muslims do not identify particular places of

ritual purity within the house or the homestead. The

'shelters', or 'huts' and the 'open Spaces' or ,'yards'

receive degrees of importance depending On the

hierarchy of their use only. The Hindu homesteads,

on the other hand, are organized on the basis of

particular places of ritual purity -- both indoor and

outdoor. Thus, a corner of the inner courtyard is

marked as a place of ritual purity -- the 'Tulsi Tala',
with an alter. The living quarters provide a seperate

area or,atleast a secluded corner indoor for installa-
tion or the images of the Gods and for worshipping them.

The kitchen and also the cowshed receive considerable

importance because of the cultural out look in

respect of fire and in respect of the cow. As a

result, unlike a typical Muslim house, a typical

Hindu house reflects almost equal care and concern

for all the structures of the household and this



makes the house much more neat and tidy looking.

Further-, since the 'puja' rituals r-equire fresh

flowers, a Hindu homestead often provides for a

flower garden which also ~dds to the quality of the

Hindu homestead environment.

iii) Hindu women in the household are responsible not only

for the daily and almost ritualistic cleaning of the

house and coating the floors, but they are also res-,

ponsible for taking care of the cattle, feeding and

milking them. Moreover cows are sacred to the Hindus.

Muslim women involve themselves less in such daily

chores. Besides, they do not have to look after the

cattles because the cattles are the responsibilities

of the men folk. Hence the cow shed in a Hindu house

is normally located in the inner quarters with ease

of access for the women folk who are responsible for
looking after the cattle. In a Muslim house, on the

other hand, the cow shed is normally a part of the

outer quarters.

iv) Muslim kitchens have multi-purpose use such as prepa-

ration of raw food stuff for cooking, the cooking

itself, eating of the prepared meal and a certain
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amount of washing and cleaning, although the bulk
of the washing and cleaning of the dishes and pots

and pans arC done outside the Kitchen. This tends to
leave the kitchen untidy. Hindu kitchen on the otherhand,

are used for cooking only and all other related acti-

vities are kept away. Since washing and cleaning must

be done away from the living quarters, a Hindu homes-

tead often has a pond or washing space in the inner

quarter of the homestead but resonably seperated from

the main living areas.

v) Both in the Muslim and in the Hindu religions, the

dominance of male over the female is clearly recog-

nized. In both the communities the women are generally

confined to the inner quarters. The seclution of the

women from the pa$$~S by or male visitors is more

stringent in Muslim households because of the specific

religious sanctions and the degree of importance

attached to it in Islam. Accordingly a traditional

Muslim homestead maintains the seclutions of the women

by basically an introvert layout of the huts around

an inner court. usually all the huts with the exception

of the 'outer house' open to the inner court while

the 'outer house' borders one side of the inner court.

with its back and faces the road or the approach-way
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to the homestead. Entry to any of the huts other

than the outer one is essentially from the inner

court which is visually screened from the outer-

quarters by staggered partitions Or screens at the

entry corner. A Hindu homestead has mOre or less

similar introvert layout with the difference that a

corner of the inner court, the 'Tulsi Tala' is maintained

as .s place of ritual purity and the entry to the inner

court has usually more cerenomial or symbolic eha-

racter given to it.

vi) Islam sanctions polygamy and it is commonly practiced

particularly in the richer sections of the rural

Muslim populace. Hinduism does not forbid polygamy

but monogamy is the generally prevalent social custom

in the Hindu community of rural Bangladesh. The prac-

tice of polygamy results in a larger and more complex
family set up in a rural Muslim family compared to a

monogamous Hindu family of similar social standing.

Consequently the Hindu family is often better off

financially and so the children of the Hindu family

can be better looked after and given better education.

This eventually results in better job opportunities

for the Hindu youths whO can thus afford to spend

more on the maintanance and improvement of the homestead

than its Muslim counterpart. This is why a Hindu home-

stead is usually more impressive than a Muslim homestead,

of equivalent class.
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3.4 CLIMATE AND HOUSE FORM

The predominant characteristics of the climate of Bangladesh

are high solar radiation and hcavy annual rainfall. In such

a warmhumid climate thermal comfort in the built environ-

ment is extremely important and protection from rain and

wetness 1s 'of high concorn in the design and construction

of the house structures. The traditional house form in

rural Bangladesh responds quite well to such climatic

needs. Thus the traditional house structure is rectangular

in plan with the length varying from4.5m to7.5m'and the

width varying 3rr,- to4.5m normally. It is built on ground

with the floor or the plinth raised about.3w tol-,anfrom the

ground level in order to safeguard it from the effects of

temporary water logging of the site or heavy surface run

off due to torrential downpour.' The plinth is made of mud.

The walls of the house structure are made from bamboos

plaited into diamond or squared patterns or from mud. In

the lOW lying areas and amongst the very poor, jute sticks

and various types of local reeds are used as wall materials,

often with mud plastering on both sides. The walls have

small window openings and receive considerable climatic

protection from the sloping, stooping and overhanging roof

structures above. The roof is usually thatched with Chhon,
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Ulu, Khari, Bena grass, Gol patta, Tal leaves, Coconut

leaves, or with rice straw. Those who can afford do prefer
corrogated iron sheets (C.I. Sheet) for roofing and also

for walls, because of its ralative permanance. The climatic

demands minimization of heat gain by the house structure

from insolation and maximization of heat loss through cross

ventilation. This in turn call for a linear layout 'for the

house structures recognising the favourable orientation

which is the South. But as ~e have already seen, this has

been sacrificed in favour of certain socio-cultural prefe-

ranees which generated a court yard layout with orientations

of the huts in all the cardinal directions. Because of the

low height of the house structures and an abundance of trees

available for shading, the ill effects of solar radiation

owing to wrong orientations of the structures is conside-

rably reduced. The porousness of the bamboo plaited walls,
the inherent cOOlness of the shaded mud walls and also

the low thermal capacity of the roof structure contribute

to the excellent thermal character of the rura'l house.
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3.5 AVAILABLE RESOURCES AND HOUSEFO~l

In" rur(ll Bangladesh, villagers like to build houses using

materials which are familiar to them. Such familiarity,

1s evolved through a process of trial and error over a

long period of time. The trial and error in their folk

experience relates to aspects of availability, utility,

workability, duribility, net cost and similar other factors.

Further, in this process of trial and error, ideas_of pre-

stige and a sense of beauty (both defined in strictly

local terms) might have played their part leading to accep-
tance and popularity of certain materials which relates

to aspects of factors such ,as.availability, utility and
workability. 'Avallibility' for instance, from' the view

point of .the villagers, corresponds to the ease with which

a raw material can be bought with the local mode of tran-

s~cti~, the facility to use the conventional and prevalent

specialised skill at hand to process it for use and a

self-awareness of his ability to appreciate by sequence the

process of raw materials being converted into a finished

component of the ,house. The meaning of the term 'utility'

is often similarly enlarged to convey characteristic folk

attitude towards a material possession which serves different

needs. 'Workability' to illustrate the folk meaning attached
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to a third term, refers to th~ ease with which a material

can be worked upon by local heriditary specialist, or

through the conventional methods.

'Available resources' refer to the indigenous and popular

materials that are readily available and are traditionally

in use for generations. Discussion of these materials

may conveniently be undertaken with reference to the major

elements of the traditional rural house structure, namely,

the plinth, the walls, and the roof.

Sandy clay soil is preferred which may be clayey silt or

silty clay. The plinth is locally called the 'viti' of the

house and it is usually the most stahle and durable compo-

nent of the traditional house form, Apart from its relative

permanence, the 'viti' has a sentimental value to the rural

populace. The last thing a family would be ready to part

with is the 'viti' of their forefathers.

The 'walls' of the traditional rural house structures can

normally be of two types: Firstly, the walls may consist

of panels of bamboo plaited into diamond or squared patterns.

They may also be of jute sticks or some local reeds formed

into panels and held into position in between split bamboo

strips on either side of the panel at close intervals.



The panels are arranged vertically to form the walls and

they are fastened to the bamboo poles or timber logs

already erected in position and with the cross members
at the top serving as a structural frame for receiving the

wall panels. Occassionally these wall panels of organic

materials are provided with mud plaster On both sides to

make them non-porous, longer lasting and alsO to improve

their neatness and visual look. Doors and windows in these

walls are just punched holes and are kept as small <~

possible. wood is rarely used,in doors and windows and

most often bamboo frames and panels suffice. In some cases,

the walls may consist of woodQn panels, gaps filled with

popular material C.I. Sheets keeping some gaps for windows

and doors. It is fixed to the wooden poles or timber logs

already erected in position and with the cross members at

the top and bottom serving as a structural frame for

receiving wall panels. In this cases, wood is used in doors

and windows.

Secondly, the walls may consist of monolithic mud layers

or of mud bl~cks or sUn dried mud bricks. Window openings

are kept very small so that they can be just plH!';hedholes.

The door opening, being slightly wider, may require a

lintel at the top. A timber log or pum tree planks often
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serve the purpose. To increase the cohesive strength of

the prepar~tion, various fibrous organic materials such

as dried grasses, straws etc. are sometimes added to ":it.

The roof is the most important and expensive component of

the traditional rural structure. Firstly, the roof structure

is framed in bamboo, the members being tied together with
coir rope, jute ropes or G.I. wires forming close rectan-

gular or square grids. A thick layer of thatch or other
types of leaves are then woven on this supporting roof

frame. Secondly, the roof structure is framed in wood, the

members being tied together with joints and iron nails,

forming close rectangular grids. Then C.l. sheets or hand

made burnt clay tiles arc fixed, or tied up to the wooden

frame with nails or G.I. wires. The roof slopes at an

angle, usually on each of the four sides, to facilitate

the flow of rain water and reduce the risk of a leaking
roof. In sOme cases, to keep down the cost of the roofing,

the roof is sloped only in two directions along the shorter

span.



CHAPTER - IV
THE TRADITIONAL HOUSE STRUCTURES

4.1 Types and Geometrical Properties.

4.2 Elements, Materials and Methods of construction.
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4.1 TYPES AND GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES

Rural Bangladesh offers an interesting variety in traditional

house types in terms of floor, wall and roof. In terms of
floor, they are single storied and double storied, although

single storied structure is the most COMuon allover Bangladesh.

In terms of roof shape, houses are single pitched (EK chola),

double pitched gabled (do chala), hipped (char-chola), double

hipped (aat chal,,) and Remicirculortype. In terms of I:oof

covering type, houses are 'Thatch house,' 'Tin house' and

'Tile house'. With respect to wall, house types are 'Mud house',

'Bamboo house', 'EKra house', 'Tin House'. But with all its

variations, traditional houses are commonly recognized as

'Mud House' (irrespective of roof type), 'Thatch house'. 'Tin

house' or 'Tile house'.

i) Mud House -- Houses with mud walls are commonly known

as 'Mud House' irrespective of the structure and material
of the roof. Roofing materials may be of thatch, G-I-Sheet

(Tin) or clay tile. Mud house is also seen as double storied

structure. Three types of wall construction methods and

techniques are seen -- sOlid Mud type, watle type with post

.inside the walls and of sun dried brick. Most common is

solid mud type. Mud walls are vuluerable to rain by surface

wearing and unstable during flood. Exposed surfaces require
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routine (3-6 months) application of mud slurry mixed with

cowdung and more frequent attendance is required in rainy

season. This type of houses are most common in the high flood

free regions, specially in Piedmond region, Bariud and Modhupur

Tracts and in the eastern part (Plain area only) of Bangladesh.

In the flood plain region mud house is rarely soen as the mud

walls are not suitable for flood area unless the 'Viti' is,
sufficiently raised above the heighest flood level. In the

areas having shifting river courses, Mud House are not in

practice because no dismantling and salvage of material

is possible. Though ventilation is poor, the insulating

effect of thick and cool walls keeps the interior comfortable.

Mud walls with thatched roof is an ideal combination for

keeping the interior cool.

ii) Thatch House -- This is the basic traditional house

for its extensive ~se allover rural Bangladesh. Here various'

kinds of thatched materials are in use for walls and roofs.

For walls various materials are used starting from the cheapest

type of jute sticks, reeds, various leaves (Gol pata, coconut

leaf, palm leaf etc) to the more expensive and durable bamboo

matting. All these walls are non-load bearing and strictly

speaking, are wall covering panels used in conjunction with

frame structure of the house, jute sticks, reeds and rice

straw are usually used with mud plastering on one or hath

•
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sides. Roof is framed by bamboo members and is covered by

various kinds of thatch like jute sticks, rice straw,

chhon, ulu, reed, bamboo matting and leaves (like Galpata,

coconut leaf or palm leaf etc.). The (::>rability of the that-

ched roof is very short. Generally such roofs have to be

re-done once a year specially the covering. They are also

easily vulnerable to strong winds and fire. All types of

,roof shapes are seon but the gabled with humpad type roof
is typical of thatch house.

iii) Galvanized Iron Sheet House -- This type of house

consists of timber frame structure of post and beams. Wall

consists of timber frame of rectangular grid filled with

plain or corragated G.I. Sheet, wooden planks, door and
windows etc. Roof structure consists of timber frame or

purl ins, rafters and battens etc. The roof configuration

may be single pitched, double pitched gabled, hipped or

double hipped. Roof is covered by galvanized C.I. Sheets or

in some cases old C.I. Sheets resalvaged, cut in to shape

after flattened. corrugated G.I. Sheet despite of its thermal

disadvantage, is socially preferred, because of its relative

permanence, and its 'ulility' character. Some houses of this

type is seen as double storid structure. The life span is

known to be over 60 years. This type of houses are seen all

over Bangladesh. However its cost makes it accessible only

to the well to-do families.
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Iv} Tile House -- Houses with tile as roof covering,

irrespective of the wall is termed as tile house. House

structures, w~lls and roof structure may be anyone of the

mud house, G.I. Sheet house Or thatch house except the roof

covering. There are two types of tiles in use - flattered

and curved; Tiles are locally burnt and available in local

markets. Tile house is durable so far the roof structure is

all right and quite comfortable due to its good heat insula-

tion quality. Once tile house were popular more or less

allover Bangladesh, but nowadays this types of houses

are mostly seen in western region of Bangladesh. Its use is

decreasing day by day with the scarcity of wood and craftsman.

v} Other types -- Many of the tribal houses are built On

stiLts ranging from ,fimabove the ground level to 61\1 high

(Garo tribel platform whiCh ~re mainly thatch house. A few

Bhuddist communities dotted along the coast alsO build

their houses onl:S-2.5mhigh stilts with the characteristics

of G.l. sheet house. Another type of house 1s 'Boat House'

which is built on boat and are inhabitated by the nomadic

people like 'Bede'(snake charmer).

If geometry is concerned; rural houses offer their varieties

mainly in roof shapes, and roof always is the dominant

character of a house. The room shape determined by the
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enclosing walls are almost universally rectangular.. ,
Rectangular shaped houses range in size from lO'XlS' to

lS'X25'. In some cases a veranda is added, width not'more

than 5 to 6 feet. The size of the house varies with the

economic ability and social status of the occupants. Size

and layout of a rural house 1s determined by 'barrdh' (length

+ width = 'Bandh' in hand unit or 'hath'). There is a

_ •••. ~.'_~ .•. prejudice that the 'Bendh'
•

must be an odd number -- which

commonly varies from 13 'hath' to 27 'hath' (I 'hath' =

.45 rret) • Besides 'hath' there are other traditional units

of measurement like 'Bighat' (half of a 'hath) and 'angul'

(width of ,a finger). l'hese are used in more detailed measure-

ments. Height of the plinth varies in different regions

within .3m to 1.2m. Height of walls v"ries trom2.1m to 3.6m

Pitched roof is cOmmOn in rural houses. A variety of pitched

roof are there -- single pitched ('8K chala') of 5°_100

slope, double pitched gabled ('do-ch"la' ), hipped ('ch"r
00'chala') of 30 -45 slope. Other than pitched roof, humped

roof and barrel vault type roofs are also seen Which are

usually thatched roof. Humped roof is a pre-tensioned roof

structure to counteract the load of the thatched roof

when it is heavy under rain.
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4.2 ELEMENTS, ~~TERIALSf AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION

House building in rural Bangladesh is a seasonal event

usually completed before the onset of the nor 'wester and

the arrival of the monsoon and carried out in periods of low

agricultural activity i.e. after harvest and rice planting.

The first step in the process of building a neW house is the

construction of the plinth or 'Viti' -- a platform of rammed

earth on which the shell of the house will stand and this

is true in case of a site above the flood plain. If the site

is beloW the flood plain, then an artificial 'mound' is f:irst

built using earth from a freshly dug pond on the site. The

'viti' or 'the rammed platform' is then built on the 'mound'

to take the super structure of the house. Building of the

'viti' is preceded by selection of suitable quality of earth.

Red sailor sandy clay is preferred which may be clayey

silt or silty clay. The earth is usually collected from

the undisturbed sub-soil strata and placed, rammed and

stabilized in layers upto the desired level and in the

desired form. Prior to placement of the soil and ramming,

preparation of the soil is necessary which is done by knea-
ding and mixing with water to make it softer and more workable.

Sometimes rice-husk or wood dust iB mixed with this soil

mass and the soil mass is left idle for a few days to allOW
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the water to be absorbed uniformly. After formation and harde-

ning of the plinth, thin soil plaster is applied On the

surface of the plinth to make it neat and ready for use.

Except in the case of mud houses and mud-brick houses

where the walls are first built over the foundation trenches,

the plinth is the first element of the house structure

that is to be built.

The walls of the traditional house structures can be of

two basic' types, namely, the mud walls and the bamboo or

r~ed walls as has already been mentioned. Apart from these

two types walls are sometimes, made with C.l. sheets on

timber frames. This technique is expensive and only the

relatively rich families Cun use it. Construction of mud

walls is preceded by digging of foundation trenches, about

.S",-.6m' wide and .6m-.9", deep all around the plan of the

house. Foundation walls then come up filling the entire
width of the trenches and getting gradually narrower upwards.

Prepared well-mixed cohesive mud is placed in layers of about

.3m-.5m depth and rammed well before and allowed to dry

for one to two weeks and then next layer is constructed.

The process is repeated still the full height is reached.

The required opening for doors, windows, and recesses for

shelves etc. are provided during the process of construction.
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To control irregular cracks, the outer surfaces of the mud

walls are sometimes provided with thick hori~ontal and

vertical grooves in a squ"rc or rectangular pattern. "These

grooves increase in size as the wall dries and the cracks

due to shrinkage and joints between successive layers are

filled with a mixture of mud and cow-dung and finished to

a smooth surface in the final coating. The process of cons-

truction takes about 3-6 months. Another type of mud wall

is also in practice with hand-made sundried mud bricks.

In this type, foundation upto plinth level is dO:H"as

usual like the formal mud walls and the mud brick is laid

from the plinth level upward using clay mortar. Asphalt or

lime is sometimes applied on the exterior surface of the

walls to protect them from damage due to rain water. The

resulting wall has good insulation, can support considerable

load and is staba against stormy winds. The wall serves also

the added function of providing sufficient storage space

in the recesses which can be built in the walls.

For bamboo, reeds or wooden frame walls, no foundation is

necessary. The plinth is first built and consolidated. Quality

bamboo poles or timber logs are then erected vertically

at the four corners of the plinth and also in between if
necessary by introducing the lower ends of the posts or logs

in to the holes dug through the depth of the plinth and upto



a depth of about .6m-.9m in the original ground. The posts

are braced horizontally by bamboo ror timber members tied

together with ropes, G.l. wires and iron nails, to form a

rigid frame for the walls. This frame receives the wall

panels of bamboo, reeds or timber framed C.l. sheet, which

are fastened or fix0d to the frame by G.l. wires Or iron

nails. On the basis of roof structure and roof covering

traditional roof can be classified into three types

thatch roof, tin roof and clay tile roof. All these roofs,

have rectangular base frames coinciding with the rectangular

out-line of the of the house which is made by bamboo poles

or timber logs of required length being tied together

or nailed at the ends with each other. Thatch roof framing

-consist of bamboo members framed into a triangular truss

supported on the frame 'of the wall and horizontally braced

by ridge ties. Rectangular grid of split bamboo spaced

.3m both ways is laid on the truss and is tied together.

The ridge of the roof frame is ocoassionally raised in the

middle forming a heaped roof of usual~y four slanting

planes, one pair of which is larger and rectangular while

the other pair is smaller and triangular and generating a

ridge at the top. The cross members of the roof frame for-

ming the ridge is sometimes bowed applying pre-tension which

adds a stooping character to the usual sloping roof form.
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This is done to counter-act the sagging tendancy of the

frame under self weight. The roof configuration may be double

pitched (do-chala) gabled or hipped (char-chala) both in

30°_45° degree slope. The roof frame is covered on the

surface with a thick layer of thatch (sometimes rice straw,

ulu, jute sticks, reeds, gol-pata, palm leaf, bamboo matting

etc) woven carefully and skill fully along the surface

of the roof structure. In case of bamboo or reed panels

walls, the base frame of the roof structure is tied with

the top ends of the vertical members of the walls framing

by meanS of ropes, canes or G.!. wires. In case of mud

walls, the base frame of the roof structure sits on the

walls and is anchored with horizontal bamboo poles laid

embedded in the two layerswalls slightly above the door

level during construction of that level. The embeded poles

are kept appoachable by means of narrow slits at regular

intervals at the top portion of the walls. Anchoring of

the base frame of the roof structure with the embedded

poles is done by means of G.I. wires. In another system,

the two longer parallel walls receive a series of cross

poles ,near the top of the walls. These horizontal poles

pierce the pair of walls and extend for some length on

either end beyond the wall. Two longitudinal poles are

then placed over the ends of the"e horizontal poles. The
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slanting members of the roof frame are then tied' to these

longitudinal pOles which are in turn tied to the ends of

the horizontal cross poles. Thus the load of the roof. is

transferred to the walls through the longitudinal and the

cross poles.

In the tin roof type, timber or palm tree beams are supported

on the vertical poles top and horizontal beams On the wallsand

are embedded into the same. Roof structure consists of timber

frame, rafters, purl ins and battens fixed by nails. The roof

configuration may be single pitched (Ekk chalal 5°_10° degrees

slope, Double pitched (do-cha1a) gabled 30°_45° degrees slope

orhipped (char-chala) 30°_45° degrees slope. Roof covering,
is galvanized corrogated iron sheets (C.l. sheet) n"iled or

screwed directly to the battens. Usually there is'a false

ceiling of wooden planks, palm tree planks, battle nut

planks or bamboo matting spread on the horizontal beams

under the roof. Space above the false ceiling is used as'

storage space and acts as a buffer zone for heat insulation.

This type of roof is more or less popular allover B"ng1adesh

due to its permanency, load bearing capac~ty and reusable

quality.
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Last of all Clay tile roof is also seen in some region spe-

cially in the western part of Bangladesh, although,

once it had popular use allover the country. In this

type of roof, th8 roof structure is similar to that of

the tin roof structure and only the roof rafters and

battens are closer and the clay tiles are fastened with

G.I. wire. It is a long lasting roofing material.
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5.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE CASE STUDIES

The case study was dona with the intention to find the

social expIation to different 'house' solutions present

in the rural, Bangladesh. Why for instance, some" 'houses'

are large, while others are broken into small ones?
Why some are excessively built and the others are broken

in to small ones? Why some 'houses' show total disregard

to tr(lditional value; associated with Ihouses'? Why the

house.s are built with particular layout and orgalli;>:ation~

Whyparticular materials are used fora particular house?

Subsequently it was the target to find the roots of origin

of the 'houseform' and to analyse the effects of land,

culture, climate and available resources on house form.

Relative importance given to the various aspects of house form
wus <.llsowxl.Grinvestigation.'lhevuricty W<lSilLpericallyobserved
in built expression - either in the houseform Or in the
way the land is used. It was also the objective of the
case study to see the trend of transformation and change
in traditional houscform, analysing which the potentials
of indiginous materials, methods and techniques could be
fO'md out.
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5.2 SELECTION OF CASE STUDY HOUSES

The houses for the purpose of the c~se study were selected

as samples from different physiographic regions of Bangladesh

to get a wide range of variety. It included more or less

all the regions except the tribal areas. Tribals have their

different cultures, life styles and their houses are quite

different from that of the rest of Bangladesh, which itself

can be a seperate topic of study.

For the purpose of their research work, rural Bangladesh

was extensively visited covering different characteristics

.regions. Sample houses were selected mainly from the flood

plains which covers 2/3 area of Bangladesh.

In the different regions some typical villages were selected

and the houses of the farmers were given priority for the

case study.

For the purpose of the case study, as n,;J.nyas 30 houses

were surveyed, but only 15 are presented here. Duplication

of houses of similar character from the same region was

avoided. Stress was given to represent wide variety of

houses in a broad spectrum.



5.3 CHECK-LIST OF PUESTIONS FOR HOUSE CASE STUDIES

5.3.1 Identification

5.3.1.01

5.3.1.02

5.3.1.03

5.3.2

Particulars of the respondent

Particulars of the house and the Locality

Nature of surrounding countryside.

Family Profile

5.3.2.01

5.3.2.02

5.3. 2.03

Family history

History family employment and specialization

Present employment/education of different

family members, their economic condition

5.3.2.04 Family tree and land inheritance/

5.3.2.05

5.3.3

5.3.3.01

5.3.3.02

5.3.3.03

5.3.3.04

5.3.3.05

Subdivision etc.
Future plan On homestead land.

The house information

Physical description of the house/

property etc.

Evolution and fragmentation of the

homestead land.

Original house and development.
Layout and organization of spaces.

Description of various structures --

Dwelling unit proper, kitchen, Out-house,

Cowshed, Stove etc.



5.3.3.06 Batting and toiled facilities.
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5.3.4

5.3.4.01

5.3.4.02

5.3.4.03

5.3.4.04

5.3.4.05

House Structure Information

Type of structure and geometrical properties

Use of materials and construction techniques.

Maintanance and Repair of. the structure.

probable life of materials used.

Role of local craftsman and the owner.

5.3.5

5.3.5.01

Total Cost/built area
HOW the building materials were acquired

and cconomised etc.
5.3.5.02 Labour - skill or semi skill, cost

or wage.

5.3.5.03 Time and duration of construction
5.3.5.04' Source and amount of finance for hOUGing.

5.3.6 Users View

5.3.6.01 User's views on advantages/disadvantages

of the present type of housing elements.

5.3.6.02 User's view for the future housing.
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5.4 PRESENTATION AND ARRANGEMENT

For the purpose of the presentation, each case study.

explanation 1s done in the light of the following aspects:

i) Evolution of the house

ii) Organization of the house

iii) Preference of building materials.

Only those parts of the interview and observation C:ir'""ctly

related to such explanation is included.

In presentation, the sketches are made self-explanatory

though a brief written material is included. It follows

the following sequence:

a. House and the loca~ity
b.' House and land

c. Family and the dwelling unit

C.l Description of the present house

C.2 House growth-evolution

C.3 Space allocation/functional use of spares.

d. House and the Building Materials.

e. Conclusion.
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CASE STUDY tl 0 01

HOUSE NO_ 1/A
'Ehuiyan Bari',

Goaldl, Sonargaon, Dhaka

,

t

Io\1o'l".P'AI"IJ,Rl.l. t7
$0N.61<:G.r.."",

THE HOUSE AND
THE LOCALITY

The house under study ls located in the Village Goaldi, u~der
•Sonargaon Upazilla of district Dhaka. The vlliage is 18 miles

off from Dhaka city and is approached by semi pucca road

from the Grand Trunk road. It is a characteristlc tYPlcal

village of the flood plains of Bangladesh. It lS an old tradi-

,



tiona I village, compoRed of four' Paras' (neighbourhood)

which are clustered in character. The 'Bhuiyan Bari' is

located in centre of the villages and One of the oldest typical

house of the village. The house iR approached by a pedestrian

village track which becomes submarged during the flood.
Attached to this house is another house and they are s8perated

from other clustered houses by low agricultural land. There

is one main approach to the house and there are SOme other

access too. The whole house is characteristically an extended

house, socially identified as a single house, even though.

there are three seperate houses clustered together.

House and the land

The land that the whole home posses presently was originally

an agricultural land. About sixty years back, the forefather

came here and raised an artificial 'mound' (Raised plinth of

the homestead) from the soil out of the ponds and ditches

surrounding the house. A house was build around a courtyard

at one side of the raised mound. The rest of the land was a
fruit orchard. In course of time family members increased and

consequently the family became divided in to three. The eldest

brother got the paterna,J house within his one third share and

the rest of the land was equally divided to the two younger

brothers. They started bGilding their own houses and now the
: :

greater house has becoL1e 'a cluster of three houses arranged

around seperate courtyards. •
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Family and the Dwelling Unit
HOUSE NO. Ol

Owne~ -- Md. Yunus Bhuiyan(50)

This house is owned by Md. Yunus Bhuiyan and other members of

his family are his Old mother, wife, three sons Clndtwo

daughters,a lodging toacher and a seasonal labour. Tho owner

of the house is basically a0 farmer by occupation, He has

other sources of income from some business in the local

market. He is an influential maTI of the village and he was

once a member of the local Union Paris ad. His family is well

off. His children arc all getting educ"tion. The elder children

are student of COllege and university in Dhaka city. As Mr.

Yunus is the only son of his parents, he got quite good amount

of agricultural land. He cultivate some of his agricultural

land on his Own. 'I'he rest are leased to the share croppers.

He has surplus crops, fr-OIChis land. -Th~s is the original

house resided by the forefather-so Ther-e wer-e three units.

Nowonly One of the original exists,_ rest two were removed

by his uncles as they were equal share holders. The owner's

father erected two tempor-ar-ystr-ucture and he remodelled.

The units aI'", grouped ar-ound a 'Uthan' (courtyard) .The

kitchen and the cowshed arc placed out OL the main group.
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In the house, all the units are organised in such a way

that family area and formal area are separated with privacy

barrier. There are separate service areas for both inner and

outer house. All the units are single space except the main

dwelling unit. The main dwelling unit space is separated

into two parts with a partition. Ona part is the parents'

sleeping space, and the other half is used for sleeping

space for grilndrnothcr and daughters. The second half is

also used for dining. Second dwelling unit is for sons'

sleeping space and food gra~n storage. Out house is for

guest entertainment and children's study. A lodging teacher

stays in the out house. The seasonal labour alsO st"ys in

the out house at night. The kitchen and the kitchen ya~d

is adjacent to the main dwelling unit. Kitchen ya~d is

l~nkcd up with the main dwelling unit. Kitchen ya~d is linked

up with the main cou~tya~d with a p~ivacy barrier to have

mo~e p~ivacy to the female Itembers. Kitchen is extended to

the kitchen yard with open kitchen. Female members l'refer

to cook outside the kitchen in the fair days to avoid smoke

and heat. Adjacent to the main dwelling unit is a tube well.

There is internal link of this house with the adjacent clan

group. Cow shed is on the outer house which is maintained by

the se"sonili lilbour. Courtyard is mainly used as out- door
.I,;

living space and Paddy th~ashing (small mechanic"l device)

paddy d~ying, cloth d~ying etc. Previously, courtyard was

mainly used for paddy thrashing by cow.
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HOUSE AND TH8 BUILDING MATERIALS

All the structures of the house are more or less of good

quality with respect to material, construction technique,

maintenunce etc. As the owner is financially solvent and

wants to keep his status in the society, he is always try-

ing to improve the quality of his house. The floors are made

of mud. The floor edge of the main dwelling unit is pueca to

secure more safety, because the thieves enter the house,
cutting hOle at the edge of the plinth. The main dwelling

unit is of wooden frame and walls and roofs of C.l. sheet.

Second dwelling unit is of timber log frame, bamboo matting

wall with C.L sheet roofing. The out house, is of timber log

framing, wooden plank wall with C.I. sheet roofing. False

ceiling in both the living units are used as seed and valuable

storage. Both kitchen and cowsheds are of bamboo poles with

jute stick and thatch roofing. Jute stick is widely used

'in various fences as easily.ava~lable. The owner has bamboo

bush at the backyard where from he procures bamboo to build

his houses.
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Cl\SE STUDY NO. 02-----~-------
House No. IIC

Respondent - Md. l\li Hossain Bhuiyan (40)

Bhuiyan Bari

Goaldii Sonargaon, Dhaka.

HOUSE AND THE LOCALITY

Sarr,eas Case study No. I

HOUSE &~D THE Ll\ND

Same as case study No. 1

FAMILY AND THE DWELLING UNIT
The house ~s owned by seven brothers of which respondent

Md. Ali Hossain Bhuiyan is t~e eldest. At present four beo-

thers are residing in the house and out of the rest three, two

brothers stay at their working place in industrial area else-

where and the last brother has become permanent resident at

his father-in-Iaw's house. All the brothers have their oWner-

ship On the land. but only four brothers have their dwelling

huts in the house. When the other brothers come to visit the

house occasionally, they stay in their brothers shelters. The

land of the whole house is mutually sub-divided among the seven

brothers, but now the four brothers residing in the house are

enjoying the shares of three other brothers. None of the bro-

thers are educated. Two of thRilleire fClrm labour, three of

them are industry worker and two arc sharecropper. Respondent
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Md. Ali HossClin is a share-cropper. He cultivate the land

of others are shClre cropper beside cultivation of his Own

smClll ilmount of lilnd.

The organization of the house is not done in a systematic

way. Structures arc built, time to time with the family

need. Entry to the house is not defined, rilther from the

back of one brother's hut. There is il defined courtyard

but there ~s also ilnother undefined courtYClrd. The court-

yards arc mainly used for fa~ily outdoor l~ving. All the

ICcmbers SpeCiillly the female me:nbers spent ,"ost of their

time at the courtyard und there is no Guch space for the

male Or visitors. ThGYchut und gossip at the entry side.

There lS nO outer house. Privacy of the inner court is

secured by the staggered placemcnt of the hu'ts. Each of the

four filmilies stay In diffcrent single separate huts. Ou't

of the four living units, thr"" huve pil.rtitions in between

and th" rest one is il singlc spacG hut. Within the hut,

there is also privacy den:i1rcution for the female members.

Both male ilnd female members tuke their bath in the pond.

There arc three kitchen of which two brothers share il kitchen.

Food preparation and cooking is mostly cone in the courtYilrd

adjac"nt kitchen under til" 0F"n sky.
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HOUSE ~ND THE BUILDING MATERIALS,
All the structures of tho house Clrc of thatch. Th", respondent

got the original shelter, which his father built after the

family soparation. All th", sh81ters ClrCof mud flooring of

.5 m height. The walls ilre bamboo frame with baIllboo ",,,tting

or of jute stick. The roofing area of ehhan and jute stick.



CASE STUDY NO. 03

"NAYA BARl"

village - Rajabari

Joydevpur, Dhaka..

Respondent - Md. Karam Ali.
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HOUSE AND THE LOCALITY
The house is IOCuted ~n the Village - Rujdbur~ of Joydevpur,

Dhaka. Rajabari lS located on -L:heDhaka-Tangail Highway,

about 4 miles west of Tongi - Joydevpur Cross road and about

25 miles north of Dhaka City. 'I'h",meandering Turag River

flows dbout 2 furlongs east of the vlllage. There is an

abandonecJ river chclllnel to the north of the villilge. The

vlllage is d linear devclopnlent along d 12 feet Garth road

coming out from the highway. The road is motorahle in the

dry season and generally goes under water during high flood.

Almost all the houses of this locality are built On artifi-

cially raised mounds, iroQ 6 to 10 feet high.

HOUSE ~ND THE LAND

'1'he land On wh~ch the house is built was an agricultural

land some fifteen years bilek. The house is built on a arti-

fieially raised moundof about 8 feet high. The house

is detached from other houses and is not approached by

any distinct road. Only a single family is residing

in this house. This house has not yet been subdivided.
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F~1ILY AND THE DWELLING UNIT

The house is owned by MR. MD. KARAMALI, and other members

of the family are h~s \-life, two daughters, two sons,

iUld two scason<ll labours and lodging to<lcher. The

owner of the house is basici;llly a filrmer. He seperated

from u larger joint family of the Village, and eventually

settled here. The house 1-SurraJlgcd around i;l courtyard.

There 1-S<llso a outer courtyard at tile approach. The main

dwelling unit ls two-storyed. Here the owner hlmself

and the daughters r"sic1e. This is also used as tho grain
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storage. The sOns reside in the other dwelling unit. The

lodging teacher and the seasonal labour stay in the out-

house. 'I'llere j.s distinct privacy barr~er between the outer

house and the inner house. _At the entry, indirect entry

protect the I'rivucy. I'd I the activities of the house

are around the courtyard. Cooking, specially the boiling

of paddy done in onC side of the courtyard and paddy is

dried in the courtyard. All the service facllities are

grouped in a cOrner to use from both inner house and

outer house. The toilet is a pucea pit type which has not

such hazard. There is a varandah in front of the wain dwell-

ing unit, mostly used as sitting ilnd storage space.--- -
~- ---- ,--
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HOUSE AND THE BUILDING MhTERIALS

Of the shelters of the house, the m"in d'd811ing unit

is a two storied structure. Th8 plinth of ,,11 the struc-

tures are of ffiud(Kutcha) of 0.5 m.ht. Main dewelling

unit is of wooden fr"me structure with C.l. sheet roofing.

Walls of lower side is of bamboomiltting and the upper

I ,
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part is of C.r. "heet. Til" upper floor is of wooden plank,

which requires no furniture to sleep. Users just sleep

On the wooden floor using sOme mat. Both upper ilnd lower

There i.s no falsc' c<ciling under the C.l. sheGt which Itak"s

the upper floor 'lu~te uncomfortalJlc in the summer days.

There is a small verandilh infront of the rr,ain un~t covered

with C.l. sheet roofing. 'fhe second dwelling ullit and the

out house ilre lnaae of tlmb"r log frame with barr,boo ,matting

willI. Both the roofs ilre C.l. ShG8t type on timbor frame

roof structure. The Out House has also a verandah of C.l.
sheet roofing infront, to have sitt~flg spilce mainly for out

siders. The kltchen ilnd cDwshcds are of thatch type and the

latrine and buthing spaces are pucca type with bumboo r.latting

walls.
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CASF, STUDY NO. 04

'l-1E~1BERDARI'

RajabarJ.
Joydevpur, Dhaka

HOUSE AND ~HE LOCALITY

Sane as Case study No. 03.

HOUSE AND THE LAND
The house JG blU.1t on £I rilised land linked up with the

village road in one point. InitiCllly the land was possed

by two Owners of distant relation, one in the north and

the other in the south. Respondents forefather settled

~n the area, building the house. Gradually the house expan-

ded as the fa~ily grew. The respondent are five brothers.

Four of them are nOw residing in the origlna1 land and the

other brother shifted to a new land adJacent to this land.

'l'hat new land '-las rciscd and cv<cntually the house 1.S

built independently. The original land is divided into

four equal shares and the fifth brothel:" got the l:"<:Iised

land of the new housc. Land division j,s done considering

the equal amount of land and <:ISiJ. l:"esult there is no such

road linkage to the hOllS" of two brothers. To go the

next two houses, one is to cross through the courtyards

of othcr brothers.
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FAF1ILY (F1) AND THB DWELLING UNIT

Respondent Md. Abdul L"tif (50) is a farmar by occupation.

He has three sons and two dallghters. Of them, elder son

is married and resides with thcmjv~th his wife and daughter.

Elder daughter got married and movedoff to her father

in - laws house elsewherc. Of the two other sons, both

arc student In schoOl, Youngest daughter is also school s

student. Thc structure of the house are organised arollnd

a courtyard and the courty"rd is inter linked w~th

the adjacent housE'Sof the brothers. 'l'he main dv.'elling

unit ~s south facing at the northern side of the courtyard.

Thc front unit is llSe as living unit for the family.

Sons stay in the front unit. There is a varandah in front

of this llllit which is used mainly ;;lSsitting space.

'l'he thiJ:d unit is at the westeJ:n side of the courtyard

which is uS8d by the elder son and his fam~ly. Kitchen

is inbetween two structures. Courtyard is used as out-

door living and extension of cooking space. The inner

court is approached through a passage by the side of the

front unit. The inner hOllse has the privacy from out

sidc. TherE)is a sort of open space in front used by the

male members;;lndcow shed lS also there. The owner and his

elder San take CLlr"of the.;r agriculture and cattle. Paddy

thrashing ~s per-formed in the agr~culture field.
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HOUSE ~~D TH~ BUILDING MATERIALS
There are three d'flelling units Clnda kitchen in the

house. Floors of all the structurG are of mud (kutteha)

The main llnit, where the owner resides is of "woden

frClme bamboo ~at wall and roof of c.r. sheet. The front

llnit is of wooden frame C.I. sheet wall and roof. The

thlrd unit where the married son rGsides is of bamboo

pOles wi'th bamboo mattltlg wall and the roof is of C.I.

sheet. 'Kitchen is thatch type structure, of paddy straw

roofing and jute stick wall with bamboo poles.-



CASE S'l'UDY NO. 05

'MIAZ BARI'

Rajabari, Joydevpur, Dhaka

Rcsponc]ent - Md. Abdul Jal~l Hiil (35)

HOUSE AND Till::LOCALITY

Sa~e ilScase study No.OJ

HOUSE AND THE LAND

The house is lmilt On ilrilised land l~nkod up with the

village road in one point. Initially the land was possed

by two brothers, who arc grandfather of th~ respondent.

Lilter, each part was divided into marc parcels. In each

parcel, house structures arc built at different times ac-

cording to thclr immediate need. The lilnd surrounding

homestead ilre owned by other people and as a result there

is no scope to oxpilnd the house horizontally, and thee

result is over crowded of dwelling units in the house.
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HOliSE AND 'I'HP. BUILDING NA'J'I::HIAT,S

There ilre two types of house structures in the house,

some of ",hieh are old and bigger in 5l~e. Old structures

arc of monolithic f.mdwall and tho nGwOnes are of mixed

wall type of mud in combination of bamboo matting. Roof of

all the main dwelling units arc of C.l. sheGt. Less impor-

tant huts (kitchen, cow sheds etc) are of thatch roofing

with reed or jute stick walls.
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CASE STUDY NO. 06

Parchim Para

'MOZUMDER BARI'

HOUSEANDTIlE LOCALI'l'Y

o
Camilla

KachuCl of Ahmed Nagar

Dist

Respondent ~ Abu Naser' Mazumder.

Vill

The house '~lazumder Bari' is in the vl.llage of Kachua

under KotWClli Upozilla of Camilla district. It is 5 miles

apart from the distrIct town and adjClcent to the Camilla -

Chandpur IlighwClY. The house is in the western neighbourhood

of the villClge. The area is Clhigh land free from flood.

The soil of the locality is sandy clay - which is very

much appropriate for mud houses. 1I0uscs in the locality

are mosty of mud. Both nlonolith~" mud weill structure and

hand made sundried bricks structures are in practice

there. 'l'hcre are many closely spaced clusters of houses

in this neighbourhood.

HOUSE AND THE LAND
Respondonts grelndfather,lilte Hossain Ali Mazumder ,,'ClS the

sinqle owner of the ""hale homestf'ild land. Later the

land WClSequally divided to the four sons of Mr. Hossain

AI~. At present all tho four poncels helve become four
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independent !louses. Again there are divisions within

the families in the independent houses. Respondents father

got tho land at the back and the "pproach to the houso

is through sOme passage inbctwocn othor two houses.

Ffu~ILY AND THB DWELLING UNITS

Respondents f"-ther is alive' "nd the homeste"d lemd is not

offically divided yet/but each brother has given separate

parcels of land. Respondent hilS six other brothers and

all of them have seperate families. All the six brothers

huve seperate house units (Ghar). Previously there WilS "-

single inner courtYilrd, but with the introduction of a

hut at the centre it bec;;lmeseperilted into two. Rcsponde!1t
has built his house recently about three years back. The

'Out-house' at the entry is a common property. Outsides

and visitors are entertained at the 'Out House'. The

Inner courtyards arc family spacc. Courtyard is mainly

used as drying space. Paddy thrashing is done by small

mechanical device. Electricity is there in the house.

Previous Kuttcha latrines has become either pit type

or pucca sanitary type.

HOUSE AND THE BUILDING MATERIALS

All the house s'tructures {Ghar) in the house are of mud

type. Roofing of the maln dwelling units are with either

•
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C.l. sheets or Asbestos sheet. Less important units are

of thatch roofing ty:?e. Floors <lre of mud <lIldwalls are

either of monotJljc mud willIs or h"ndmilde sundried bricks.

Horter used for mud bricks eire also of mud. Some types of

mud plaster is used OIl the l«\ldwall. Preference is given

for mud type structure becJuse the aVilililble soil J.s

sandy clay and lasts for longpcr,iodas wall. Hud w"lls

cost less with con,pare to other types of structures.

Occupants arc very happy with mud houses for its thermal

camfortilbil i ty.
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CASE S'l'UDY NO. 07

'AKHhNDBA~I' - (A)

ViII. Nayapara Maijta

Sherpur, Tangail

RespOlldent - Moiezuddin Akhand (60)

133

PHA\<.kH'N
PAOi: .••

HOUSE liND 'rUE LOCl\T,ITY

The village Nayapara Maljta is 15 miles apart from the

District of Tangail. The village is approached by a rr,ud

road stcmnling from the Tangail-Bhuapur high way. The

villJge is itl the river flood .,If,llns. The lund surroun-

ding the village site is princ~l'ally found from the

deposits of River Jaml1na.
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The village is comprised of four 'para' (neighbourhoods)

each of them being a cluster of several houses. The village

road passes through the three of the four 'paras'. The

fourth one is rather detached. Greelter 'Akhand Bari' (of

which the case study house in a part) is located in the

Maijpara (Central neighbourhood). There is no distinct

path from the village road leading towards thi,s house.

In thc flood season, they helve to pass through other houses,

as the usual track goes under water. The Greater house

is surrounded by agricultural land on the two sides.

LAND AND THE IJOUSE

House No. II which ~s under this case study, is the original

house built by the grandfuthGr of the respondent. The

adJucent land on which the other two houses "B" and "e"

were built later on, \,'as a high domestic agricultural

land. The original house was owned by the respondents

father. Uncle of the respondent !"lovcd to the adjacent

high land where he bui,l,t his housc.



PA!'ULY AN)) TUE DYmLLII'G UNIT

The heild of the famdy is Md. Moic7,uddinAkhand, who ;is

very old nOw. IllS family is a jo;int [amily in character.

He has four sons and two daughters. Elder two sons are

married and hilve thelr children. Other two are school

going students. Elder daughter is married and movec off

to husband's place ilno the younger one is a school going

student. The house is soperated into inner house and the

outer house. 'l'he structurcs arc arr"nged around the inner

courtyard. There arc four llving tlllits out of which tbe

northern one was or;ig;inally built by the grandfather of

the Owner, Thls lS nOwshared by tl18 married brothers.
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The western unit is used by the owner, his wife and

their daughter. ~he small unit in the cast is for the

two school going sons. The out house is lor guests enter-

tainment. Seasonal lilbours stay here CIt night. There is

" kitchen, kitchen yard, fuel storage and rlce husking

space (Dheki Ghar), " ring well, il bathroom for the fem"le,

a p"ultry shed etc. all around the k1.tchen yard. The

inner courtyard is used as spilce for drying grains and

family living space. The verandah of the original house

is llsed for sitting. Ollter y"rd 1.5 mainly used for paddy

thrashing and drying.

HOUSE AND THE BUILDING NATJCHlAT-S

The structure of the houses arc of timber frame having

C.l. sheet roof and wall, ilnd mud floor. The serV1.ce

structures are thatched type. The doors and windOWS"re

either wooden or bamboo matting respectively.



CASE STUDY NO. 08

AKHAND BARI (ll)

ViII. - Nayapar~ Maijta

Sherpur, Tangail.

Respondent - MaJid Akt,and (45).

HOUSE AND TH~ LOCALITY

Same as that of case study NO.5

HOUSE AND THE LAND

Same as that of case study NO.5

FAMILY AND THE DWELLING UNITS

Orig~nally the house was owned by the respondent's father

and an uncle. Nowthe house is resided by the respondent's

family and his cousin's family. Recently another cousing

(sister) llOWil widow., has been given accomodation at the

back yard. Out of the three maUl dweilling units, around

the central courtyard, respondents cousin and his family

stays in the northurn unit, his father with his second

wife (respondents mother expired) reside in the I,'estern

unit and the respondent himself in the southern unit.

The respondent's only brother, a Police officer stays

outside and seldom visits the house. There are two

cOmmOnsmall out houses - one of wh~ch is for guests,
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children ,;tuay "na stClying of " 10dginJ" teacher. The other

is resided by the seasonal labours. All the main dwelling

units are grouped Clroundthe 1nner courtyard. 'I'he kitchen

is at one side of the courtYilrd. Cooking and the family

activities are extended in the courtyard. The courtyard

is used for paddy drying. The outer Yilard is mainly used

for paddy thrashing by cattle and paddy drying. The cowshed

J.s at One side of the entry. The cows are taken care of at

the outer yard. As the house is jOintly shared by two owners

of second gener"tion, the respondent is Interested to

J. 41

mOveto the front to a

~:

\

conjestion and complicacy of land ownership. The respondent

is an employee of a consul ting firm and he comes to his house

once a \-leek to see his f"mi,ly and take c"re of agriculture.

His children eire getting educCltion at schools. They also look

after their f"rm lands. The f<:lmilywith the~r agricultural

product <:lndother income is more Or less SOlvent.
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HOUSE AND BUILDING MA~ERIALS

The roofs of the main dwelling units are C.I. sheet and

the walls are of bamboo matting and jute sticks. But for the

'Out Houses', shelter of the widow cousin <lnd the service

structures, the wall and roofs are of bamboo frarrc with

jute sticks. Jute sticks <lre extensively used in this

locality bec<luse this is an high jute producing area.



CAS~ STUDY NO. 09

'!-'laste):: 13a)::i'

Respondent - Abdul' Rahim (40)

ViII - IJhangnahiltl

Upozillil - Sripur, IJ:LE;1:- ~1ymc"E;ingh.
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HOUSE ~ND THE LOCALITY
The house "Milster llari" is located in the villilge 'Bhangnil-

hati' of upozilla - Sripur, District - Mymensingh. Bhilngha-

hilti is OIl 'the midway to the Sripur bound diversion frOD the

Dhaka Mymensingh road. The village is in the Pleistocene

u?lano of ~1odhupurTract. 'l'h0 limd is quite high from the fleDr leVEl.

Soil is rod. Jilek fruit orchard 1>;all "round. There illCeThIO'~ra'



(neighbourhood) in the village which are composed of many

scattered nuclear and small cluster of houses. Al~ost all

the houses of the loc:"llty eire made of mud. Double storied

mud structures are also seen side by side with single storied

structure.

IIOUSE ANDTHELAND

The land whero the house is built was a jack fruit orchard.

About 50 years back respondents father built this house

corning from a nearby house. First two main dwelling units

and other services such as kitchen, fuel store, rice husking

shelter were built around the courtyard. Greldually other

structures were built. It was a joint family and ten years

back from now the family was divided into four individual

families. Land of th" homestead was divided into four equal

dJ.visions with the courtyard in common.Nowthe outer house

land and the facilJ.ties are commonproperty.

FAMILY AND THE DWELLING UNIT
At present, there are four families of four brothers in the

house. The respondent's father stays in the original shelter.

They are taken care by all his sons. Four brothers got the

four sides of the courtyard. The structures of the house are

longltudinal in character, divided into two parts with a
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pi1rtition by a small rOOm in between tHO rooms. Younger

brothers hOUGOif> "til.! ,in construction. Respondent Abdur

Rahim (40) is a farmer. He has wife, two son" and two daugh-

ters. Children are school going. Both sOns help their father

in ilgriculturillworks time to time.

HOUSE AND BUILDING MAT~RIALS

Mud is extensively used in all the house structures for

both floor and wall. Mud wall is of monolithic structure,

built of layers of mud. At present roofs of all tho ;uain

structures are of C.I. slwet on wooden fri;lme. F"lse ceiling

and normul beams are fro!1 palm tree. I'load of jack fruit tree

is extensively used for: false ceiling, doors and Itlindo'ds.

Service structure and out house roofsarc of thatch (chhon).

Roofing of illmost illl the structures were of thatch before

and have b",,,,nehang",d to C.l. sheet gradually.



CASE STUDY NO. 10

'CHOUDHURY BARl'

Vill. Birgaon

Dist. Sunamgonj
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'" ~bul Hussain Choudhury (70)_Respondent - ,-, . "
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!lOUSE AND 'rllE LOCALITY

The house is locilted in the v~llage - B~rgaon which is in

the newly formed district - SUnaDganj and about 10 miles

away from the district town. There is a ku'ttcha road linkage

to the village from the Sylhet - Sunilmgan] road. This road

goes under flood water. The villilge is in the haor reglon

of Sunumganj. Thcrc arc three 'paras' (neighbourhoods)

in the village, each composed of Dany 'Hatis' (Mounds)

Each 'Huti' is again composed of many houses. Homesteads

ilre built On artificial mounds about 3m to 5m in height.

All the rr,ounds are of linear in pattern which are called

'Hati' in local term. 1I0uses are also built on mounds in

a linear pattern. 'l'he size ilnd shapt< of the mounds varies

from fa~~Jy to family. Generully a filmily cliln resides in

il purticular ,"ound, which gradually grows. In the flood

season illl the 'mounds' becorr,e Hldcpendent unlts Seem

to be island in the water. Thut time boat is the only

communication media. In the haor region farmers gct

only one crop per year. Paddy is thrashed in the field.

152
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HOUSE AND THE Lk~D

Respondent's grand-father first built this house about

100 years back. The whole homestead WilSin a single owner-

ship. After 30 years, the homestead was divided into two

parts to respondcnts [ilther Clndunclc. TllCn in 1950,

the house WilSagain subdivided in to three in eaeh group,

of wh~ch respondent got his part. Respondent and his two

brothers have their cOrnmanout house. The land division

of the house is ~n a lineilr pilttern s~de by side.

FAMILY AND THE DWELLIKG UNITS

"Choudhury Bilri" is Onc of the oldest house in the locality.

Once 'choudhury's were effclucnt land lord. A~ present

most of the family members beCilrreeducated and serving

in urban areas except few, who arc taking Cilre of their

ilgriculture. The organiziltion of the house is in a lineilr

pattern. First the Outer House and thiln the Inner House one

after another ilnd other brothers houses ilre side by side

in a similar pattern. In the face of the house there is

the common'Out - IIouse', then the service unit of cowshed,

granary, labour shed ctc. wluch serves aR a privacy bar-

rier & then thc main liv.l-ng unitR. Agilin service fac.l-lit.l-CS

of the l~ving units are ilt the ;'_JckYilrd. Respondent has
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four sOns and a daughter. One of the sons, look after

their agrlcul ture and other brothers are serving in the

city. Brothers residing in the eity "re occassional

visitors to the house.

HOUSE AND TH~ BUILDING MA~ERIALS
The region is a heavy rain fall "rea. So the houses are

built with a view to have sufficient protection against

rain. Verandah on both side of: the structure is cOmmOn

to lJroteet the wall. In the case study house, the main

dwelling unit and the Out House are of 'ckra' on timber

frame wall and C.I. sheet roofing. All the floors are

of mud about I meter high.
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'LASKER BARI'

CASE STUDY NO. 11

Respondent - Kazem Ali

o

(
L<lsker (40).Ir~-~-~-~~~-~~~

BiICg<lOn

Sunamgonj

Vill

Dist

HOUSEANDTHE LOCALITY Vll..I-AG;'£: e.'~~AON
:$•.•••J>,"" &ot< J

Same as case study No. 10.

HOUSEANDTHE LAND

'I'he homestead lann is a high r<lised mound of l.lne<lIC sha!-,e

whieh .ls locally teICmed as 'H<lti'. This 'H<lti' is about

150 meter in length and 2S m in width. There <lre about

o families in this 'Hati'. The house structures of : the

individual f<lmilies ilre arranged in <l row, side by side.

There is a long common yard which serves thG purpose of

both courtyard and circulation space. The initial smililer

'Ha.ti' being expanded in a linear direction. The occup<lnts

of this 'Hati' arc of a single 'clan'.
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FAMILY lU'lD THB D',,'BLLING UI'ITS

The occupants of this 'Huti' tire farmers. l:ach family

has sufficient agrieul tural land and the land is high

yielding. As the area is low (HuOr), people get single

crop per yeilr. Pilddy thrashing is not done in the house,

but in the agricultural lilnd during the dry wlnter season.

Paddy is dried in the cOnmOn yard by the female members.

The housos are organized in such a WilY that the main dwelling

units are pineed in one side ilnd tho other structure

(WhlOhaccomodates cattles und lilbours) in other side of

the common Yilrd. Kitchen is placed in the inner side at

the bilCk of the ffiilin dwelling unit. Kutteha Latrine's are

locilted at the back yard edge. 1'<0house structure is

placed in the cOm,nOnyard, but at the side of other stru-

ctures. The 110usestructures have il big over hanging of

roof which serves the purpose of verandilh and protects

the walls from heavy rain. There are two tube wells in

this - 'Hati' which serves the drinking water.

HOUSE AND THE BUILDING Ml\TERIl'LLS

~lost of the house structures in the 'Hati' are of thatch

type. Floor is of ~ud and the walls ilre of 'Ekra' (mud

plaster On reed or bamboomatting). Roofing of the main

dwelling UflJ.ts arc of 'chhon' and the less import;;lnt

structures are of paddy straw, Usc of C.I. sheet ;;ISroofing

not that pOPUlilr to the USUili farmer families. Indigenous

material" arc mostly POPUlil"ilnd used.
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CASE S~UDY NO. 12

'PATWARYBARI'

Vill - Hatpar

Upozilla - Shahrasti

Dist - Chandpur (Comillu)

Respondent - Tujul Islum Patwury (45)

HOUSEAND~HE LOC~LITY

=A ••t>~1I: jl;.<>AP 167

I-
I
:5 KAI-l iI!./I.s"'n
"'T"'l1 00,) (lU."r)

The house 'Patwari Bari' is located in the village Hutpar

of newly formed district Chundpur of former Camilla dist-

riet. The village is 20 miles from the district town and

3 m~les from the Upozilla headquarter. ~he village is

approached by a widG mud road. The area is in the high

flood plain region. Oceassionally high floods touches

the edge of tho homesteud lund. Houses are built on low

mound. Thore are five 'Para' (noighbourhood) in tho village,

each of \qhich is composed of many cluster of houses.

The village is one of the oldest village in the locality.
,

The cas,,;'study house is located at the north of a big

pond and thcro are other house on the other sides of the

pond. A cross walk way passes through tho front yard

of the house.

1I0USI': AND 'l'HE LA.'lD

The homestead land is a low raised 'mound' seperated from

the rost of the agricul'turct! land. Tho land wus ruised





.,

H9

with the earth from the ponds, surrounding the house.

There are four ponds in the house. The bigger front pond

is shared by the families at the other sides of the pond.

The house is possesed by two groups who are distilnt

relation. The Dilin house is equally shared by both the

groups and they, have their house ~tructures "t their side,
but the inner courtyard is co~~on. There are bushes and

,
fruit .orchards at the back of the house ,structures.

FAMILY AND THE DWELLING UNITS

The house is mOre thilD hundred years old. There is a

distinct group separation in the house with a common

courtyard at the centre. Each group has sepcrate entry

to the same inner courtyard. There WilE separate 'Outer

House' (B;;>ithakGhar) of each group. There is also sepera-

tion in the outer courtyard. In the eastern side/the

joint family has broken into nuclear families and each

family has seperate dwell~ng units with seperate kitchen

at the back of the dwelling units. The western one is a

joint family. Respondent's father and uncle were in the

joint family, which still continues even though most of

the brothers of the respondent are residing in the cities.

Once the respondents forefathers were of cffuent cl?ss.

but the respondent has become a farmer at present. Res-

pondants father and uncle had seperate dwelling units
with cooonon kitchon. But now after their death, both the
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dwelling units have been joint togethor with a passage

inlJctwcen. Slmplc spacos been changed to more subdivideu

spaces. Previously latrine was at a distQnt place,Now

pit latrines beGn introduced udjac~nt to the kitchen yard.

There is also a tub" well in th" inn"" hOllS" in "ddition

to other ~t the front yard.

HOUSE ~ND THE BUILDING MATERIALS

Building TILuteriills used in the house is mostly C.l. sheet

with wooden frame. The r,md plinth is qUlto high of about

one meter. House structur0S aro built on frame structures

of palm tree plank. The vertical posts arc rested on stone

pieces. PO!Jt arc not put into th" plinth mud and sepel;iltcd

from the plinth. This is a commonfeature of house struc-

tures 'of this region. The structures can be shifted from

one plinth to the other without much trouble. Less impor-

tant structures arc mostly of i:h;;ltchtype.
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HOUSE CASE STUDIES - CONCLUSION

From the 'House Case Studif"s', Field Investigations, Observa-

tions and Interviews, it can be concluded as follows

i) Built space 1.n the house is not increasing WIth

respect to population increase and as il result most

of the rural houses I 'Ghar') arc OVer crowded.

ii) With the illerea,;e of population, famJ.lie" are extended

and more new smuller independent filmilies are created,

whidl demands new housos or accomodations. But new

houses ilre not bUJ.lt, keeping pilce with thJ.s and the

result is sub-division of howesteild land, sub-division

and partitions in the dwelling units.

iii) Day by day, people arc becoming educ~ted und cDwJ.ng

in tou"h to urhi:ln influence'S specially through mass

media and mOre interactions with the urban areas,

whieh inturn influencing the life style of the rural

populace. Hence new expectations are demanded from

the houses.

iv) Wlth the increase of pov<3rty in 'the rurill areils,

burgling and dacoity is increasing and as a result

security is very much concerned in the houses



v) Court yurds of traditional houses of rural Bangladesh

are hardining, loo:;e layout is Chilnging towilrds

compact layouts which is evident from almost all the

case stwJies.

vi) Simpler for," or courtycords core changing toward" mOr('

irregular and complex form (see CilSe studies (1, 4,

5, 6, 12, 13).

vii) Courtyard of the houses ilre becoming compressed

ilna smililer in size (seQ case studies 4, 5, 6, 10, 11).

There is a tendency of the house layouts towards

linear pattern due to pressure on the courtyard (See

case studies 10, 11, 12).

viii) Functionill use of courtYilrd is changing as it is

not widely used fur paddy thrashl.ng as before.

ix) Service facilities like Kitchen und Latrine are

coming closer to the main dwelling units (see case

studies 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12).

xl Improved !';anitary system, specially the pit latrines

are introduced, w!'ere-ever possible.

xi) Introduction of tube well i,; increasing for pure

drinking' water.
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xii) Service facilities like electricity are introduced

j.n some places ",hieh need proper and simpler layout of

houses for efficient functions (see case studie"

1, 2, 4,6).

xiii} Circulation system in the extended houses arid

surrounding settlement is becoming complexer

(see case studies 1, 4, 6, 13).

xiv) From almost all thc ease-studics it is clear that

the house structures (dwelling units/'Ghar') of

rural Bangladesh ",ere of sinlple rectangular form of

single space ",ithin the unit. Th" -single space

"''''3 u~ed as m"l tipurpose space. b~t nowadays the

single spaces are becoming divided by partitions

to",ards complexcr room layouts (see case studies

3, 8, 9, la, 12, 13).

xv) Size of the 'House Structures' are becoming smaller

and compact. People can't efford a bigger house

structure due to their financial hardship and high

pr~ce of Various building ~aterials.

xv.i) The rural people I",v", the desire to have spacious

and durable dwell~ng units (Ghars) ",hich requires

less maintanance. People try to build ~ore durable

house structures ",ithin their means.
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CIJilPTER - VI

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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The concept of rural houseform is culture specific and it

has to be understood in ~ts Ownsocio-cultural context.

Whatever be the houseforI:1, there are some fundamental cha-

racter~stics that apply ;to all the 'Bengali House', which

makes them unique from the houses of other culture. The

characteri"t.i"" Ciln be understood [ro", the use und purpose

of different domestic space and their associated values

and meaning. The traditional att~tudes towards different

domestic activities still dictates the space organization

of a rural house, which has already been discussed. It has

been SeWnthut the geometric 'form' or 'design' of the

traditional rural 'Bengali House' is introvert in layout and

consists of small detached 'huts' ilround a courtyard. It

has also been seen that the court yard exists as un extenS.ion

of the indoor living areas of the dwelling units which are

characteristically inadequilte. The courtyard not only main-

tains a direct and convenient functional relationship with

the hu'ts around but it also provides for seclusion of the

wOmenfolk from the passersby and male visitors. Further,

it responds well to a nurrber of activities such as paddy

thrashing, grain dryj.llg etc. whieh arc charilcteristically

COmmOn.in the lif:e of an agricultural community in rurCll

BClngladesh. These functions cClnbe performed conveniently

and with a sense of security in a protective courtYClrd

lClyout. ThGse ildvantages are considered mOre important

than the disadvilntages of poor orientations and the irregular,
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Inefficient and rather ch~otic growth of rural settlement

pattern, which induced largely by the courtyard layouts

posses cons~dcrable difficulties and problem in laying out

of utility services as well in the rural habitats of

Bangladesh. However, it can possibly be argued that some

of the condItions dictating a court-y"rd form for the tradi-

tional rural house in Bangladesh is in the process of change.

For example the rural women folk are gradually coming out

of their seclusion through such programmes as masS lIteracy,

family planning women's co-operatIve etc. Also agricul ture

is being organized on a co-operative basis elaminating the

need of a court yard for every house for paddy thrashing,

grain drying etc. Moreover, puddy thrashing is now done

either manuully On hard surface or using locally made small

meehunical dev~ees which do not require large spaces.

Moreover the population of Bungladesh is increasing in an

alarming rate creating pressure on the rural homesteads.

The possibility of ~nc;reasing the area of rural homesteads

land is meagre duo to immense scarcity of lund and uny

increase will reduce the agricultural land which is already

in a shortage. With the increase of population and family

growth, subdivision of homesteads is an inevitable product.

The result is a greater built up und mOre crowded houses.
Obv~ously, the growth of the house is going in a chaotic



pattern. The rate of population growth is q\lite high and the

problem is CItth", threshold of a great crisis. The living

pattern of rurCll people is being changed slowly and increased

modernization are also influencinq the rural life. A desire
for Improved living standard is increasingly felt. New service

fClCIlities like electricity are also coming to the village.

All these arc perhaps indicative of the possibility that the

traditional court yard layout may eventually be changed

in favour of linear layout which will not only conform

better to the socio-climatic requirements but which will

also ensure convenient and efficient layout of utility
services and better utilization of land. In fact such linear

layouts do exist in the haor areas of Sylhet district in

the north-eastern part of Bangladesh. The geometry of the

house structure may remain basically unchanged, althrough

the size may be increased and the interior may be sub-divided

into more than one space "nd utilities added.

The rampant poverty that exists In rural Bangladesh rules

out the possibility of anything but the bare minimum invest-

ment in the housing sector. Research should be encouraged to

find imaginative use of local resOurces through design and

plannIng of houses. A new sense of dignity must be created

in the use of traditional, indigenous materials to over
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cOme the prevuiling attitudes towurds their upplicution.

Here d"signers and the media could playa signl.ficant role.

Indigenous and locul muterials should be given priority in

rural housing siOctor. Even though, the structures made from

industrialiscd and imported materials are mllch mOrO durable

und quite secured from natural hazards and other problems.

But the rural poor populace has to make their houses with

local indigenous muterials because of their easy availibility,

less cost und known construction methods and techniques.

Thc usc of industriall.zed material is not feasible for

problem of transportatl.on, cost and involved construction

methods unknown to the rural people. hll these could possibly

be OVerCOme - but the immense poverty restricts uny possible

change of using materials other than of indigenous in cha-

racter. 'The indigenous and traditional building materials

widely used are ran~ed earth or mud for the plinth or

floor; bamboo, jute sticks, various local reeds or mud fOr

walls and bamboo and thatch for roof. Sailor mud has an

adVuntuge uS u building material ;in that it is uvailable

in almost unlimited quantities at ulmost no cost. Further

it can be provided wlth pre"ervativc treatment and stabi-

lized adding asphalt Or cemell'tto it. \'Iellbuilt and properly

mal.ntained mud houses were seen in different purts of

Bangladesh durl.ng field trips in conncctlon with the case



studies. Even in areas of heavy rain fall such as the central

and the southern part of the country, there are very old

mud houses in quite good conditlons.

The bilmboo Or reed panels are usuilily quite vulnerable to

attack by insects ilndwilter. Also the bamboo framing for the

super structure often falls to adopt proper structural

principles for strength and stilbility. It appears that
there exists arr.ploscope for improving tho durability of the

materials by proper treatment ilnd also improving the strength

and stability of the COmpleted structure by adopting

proper technlques of construction. Thus the bamboo posts

to be used for superstructure framing may be treated by

burning their lower ends for a length of about )' until they

are black "nd then eoverlng them wi.th old sump/motor oil or

by soaking them in illkiltra(bitumen) for 24 hours before

inserting them intothe holes in the ground. This will prevent

the posts from the attack of insects or water. To increase

the structural stability of the wall frames, split bamboo

cross members may be inserted in between the vertical posts

which will prevent laterill sway of the house frame under

wind load. ~he rectangular base frame of the roof struc-

ture milY be provided with bamboo cross pieces at each corner

to further stabilize the WillI framing. For fastening the

posts ilnd lintels of the wall frames several lengths of
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thin G.I. wires twisted,together may be used instead of

ropes which .'ln'J i.'lble:'to rot 'luickly.

For bamboo roof framing, particular care should be taken

in ty:<ng the different members together and several lengths
of G.!. wire:'twisted together should be used for this purpose.

The sloping roof frame should not be made too steep or too

flat for in both of these cases, wind blowing over the roof

will create greater suction and will try to 11ft up the roof.

A flatter roof also increases the rain water leakage possi-
obility. A slope of around 30 with the horizontal plane is

considered to be more Or less ideal both from the rain and

the wind view !,o,i.;ltS.

The traditional rural house structure seems to offer the

best possible choice for development of housing and comrnunl.ty

facilities in rural Bangladesh, both from the viewpoints

of the cost and the performance criteria. Two examples from

the study of Rural Housing in Bangladesh by M.P. Chisholm

of Newcastle University who spent about-two years 1n

Bangladesh in 1976-77-78 ~ay provide further insight l.nto

the appropriateness and potentials of the traditional house
structure of rural Bangladesh. Oll the cost aspect of the

traditional house structure, Chl.sholm writes that the cost

of an American camping tent (16'x16', El60j 1978, used in

the cyclone effected southern Bilngladesh in 1970) \-.'asthe



equivalent in cush terms of a bamboo thatched house together

with two cows and a plQugh in Bangladesh (Chisholm, N.P.

1979). On the performance uspect, Chisholm writes that in
Kamalganj in the district of Sylhet two Dutch volunteers,

Dirk and Nel Frans and their newly arrived baby preferred

to live in u truditional thatch house after a few modifi-

cations such as a concrete plinth and security Kesh on

windows and they had much better night's sleep and COnSe-

quently they Wore in a much better physical cOndition than

the rest of the team living in the nearby masonry (pucca)

houses. The actual cost of their traditional house Oven

with modificatj,ollsapproximately equalled the cost of the

constructional iKprovements to one pucca house. Thus the

trOlditionOllrural alCchiteeture of Bangladesh with its very

low cost and comparatively high performance standard along

with its potential for further improvement without excessive
extra cost seems to offer perhaps thc only viable upprouch

for developing the rural habitats of Bangladesh.
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